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ABSTRACT
A vast amount of our daily experiences emerge in the use of information and
communication technologies (ICTs) such as smartphones and tablets. A
major trend for studying these experiences is user experience research in the
field of Human–Computer Interaction (HCI). While this string of research
has focused on the subjectivity of user experiences, less is known about their
social origins, or intersubjectivity. I draw on the concept of ‘mediation’ to
develop an understanding of how user experience is situated not ‘inside the
head’ of the individual, but rather also to the social and material context. I
argue that we can increase our understanding of user experience by
approaching it as a phenomenon that encompasses multilayer mediation.
User experience is not mediated only by ICT use, but also by social processes.
The empirical research utilizes a mixed methods approach and combines
quantitative and qualitative methods. I investigate how social processes
mediate everyday user experiences by focusing on three particular social
processes: interpretations, expectations, and habits. The fourth study
broadens understanding of the mediating role of ICT use by addressing the
central yet ambiguous relationship between user experience and usability.
Each of the studied processes mediates user experience in a unique way.
First, user experiences do not concern only the present user–system
interaction; they are adjusted and compared to expectations derived from
others’ opinions. Second, experiences with a given artifact differ between
people because of interpretative flexibility: the same artifact can be
interpreted and experienced very differently, with much depending on
socially shared perspectives. Third, social processes are not only about
meaning-making but they concern also practices. ICT is commonly
experienced through repetitive behavior, or habits, which connect the user to
social customs. Last, usability is a process that mediates the flow of
experiencing. Good usability lets users engage in technology-mediated
experiences, but poor usability forces users to focus on the ‘broken’ device.
The dissertation advances user experience research by articulating the
multilayer mediation of everyday experiences with ICT. It questions the
individual-centric emphasis in prominent mainstream research by expanding
the understanding of how individual’s user experiences are socially mediated.
It ties together scientific traditions to pave way for user experience design,
development and evaluation that is socially discerning. Thereby social
psychological theories and research methods offer a solid base for
understanding and capturing the intersubjectivity of user experiences.
Importantly, the work denotes that relationships to other people are always
part of our user experiences – even when we are ostensibly by ourselves.
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TIIVISTELMÄ
Kasvava määrä päivittäisistä kokemuksistamme liittyy tieto- ja
viestintäteknologian käyttöön. Näitä käyttäjäkokemuksia tutkitaan erityisesti
ihmisen ja tietokoneen välisen vuorovaikutuksen kentällä (eng. HCI).
Nykyinen valtavirtatutkimus on yksilökeskeistä eikä se juurikaan huomioi
yksilön sosiaalisuutta. Väitöskirja täydentää nyky-ymmärrystä osoittamalla
sen, miten sosiaalisten prosessit muokkaavat yksilön kokemuksia.
Hyödynnän välittyneisyyden käsitettä kuvatakseni sitä, että käyttäjäkokemus
on monivälittynyt ilmiö, joka rakentuu sekä tietokoneen käytön että
sosiaalisten prosessien välittämänä.
Lähestyn käyttäjäkokemusten välittyneisyyttä monimenetelmällisesti eli
hyödynnän sekä laadullisia että määrällisiä menetelmiä. Tutkin sosiaalista
välittyneisyyttä tarkastelemalla kolmea sosiaalista prosessia: odotuksia,
tulkintoja ja tapoja. Lisäksi työ laajentaa ymmärrystä kokemusten
tietokonevälittyneisyydestä
tarkastelemalla
käytettävyyden
ja
käyttäjäkokemuksen suhdetta, joka on nykytutkimuksessa ristiriitainen.
Jokainen tutkituista prosesseista välittää yksilön käyttäjäkokemuksia
erityisellä tavalla. Ensiksi, muiden mielipiteistä ja mainonnasta muodostetut
odotukset muokkaavat sitä, miten yksilö tulkitsee kokemaansa.
Lyhytkestoisessa käytössä koettua sopeutetaan odotuksiin, kun taas
pitempikestoisessa käytössä odotukset toimivat vertailukohtana koetulle.
Toiseksi, sama laite tai palvelu herättää erilaisia kokemuksia riippuen siitä,
mistä näkökulmasta käsin sitä tarkastellaan. Näkökulmat ovat usein tietyn
ryhmän jakamia, mikä selittää osaltaan kokemusten samankaltaisuutta
ryhmän sisällä. Sosiaaliset prosessit eivät vaikuta pelkästään kokemusten
tulkintaan vaan myös itse toimintaan. Suuri osa älypuhelimeen liittyvistä
kokemuksista syntyy, kun sillä tehdään toistuvasti samoja asioita. Rutiinit
yhdistävät ihmisiä, ovat samankaltaisia eri käyttäjillä ja tekevät
kokemuksista tavanomaisia. Lopuksi, käytettävyys on prosessi, joka välittää
siirtymää laitteen arvioinnista laitteen käyttämiseen. Hyvä käytettävyys vie
käyttäjän huomion pois laitteesta niin, että käyttäjä voi keskittyä siihen, mitä
tekee laitteen avulla. Huono käytettävyys pakottaa käyttäjän keskittymään
’rikkinäiseen’ laitteeseen.
Väitöskirja kehittää käyttäjäkokemuksen tutkimusta osoittamalla
sosiaalisten prosessien keskeisyyden yksilön käyttäjäkokemuksille. Yksilön
kokemus ei synny ’pään sisällä’ vaan se rakentuu sosiaalisten ja
materiaalisten prosessien välittämänä. Tutkimus luo pohjaa uudenlaiselle,
sosiaalisesti tarkkanäköiselle käyttäjäkokemusten suunnittelulle ja
arvioimiselle. Työn keskeinen löydös on se, että ihmissuhteet ovat aina osa
käyttäjäkokemusta - myös silloin kun kohtaamme teknologian näennäisesti
yksin.
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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
The experience of today is user experience. From the time we wake up to the
moment we go to sleep, we encounter the world as users of various types of
information and communication technology (ICT). These technologies, used
for handling information and aiding with communication, are everywhere–
especially in our pockets. Smartphones represent one of the most recent and
rapid expansions of computers. In 2012, the number of smartphone users
worldwide was 1.06 billion, and it has been forecast as doubling by the end of
this year. So, in 2015, there will be two billion smartphone users in the world
(Statista, 2015). The computer is no longer only a machine for solving
mathematical problems; it is something ordinary, general, and ‘felt’ (Brown
& Juhlin, 2015). We seek dating partners via Tinder, get asked out through
WhatsApp, and post wedding pictures on Instagram. We are not computing
but experiencing with and through computers. As our day-to-day lives
become intertwined with ICT use, a key question arises: how do we
experience these encounters?
The experiences related to the use of ICT are studied as user experiences
in Human–Computer Interaction (HCI). User experience research emerged
roughly two decades ago in parallel with the penetration of consumer ICT
such as mobile phones and laptop computers. Prior to that, HCI research had
focused mainly on the study of usability, which refers to efficiency,
effectiveness and satisfaction with task-achievement (e.g., Grudin, 2012;
Hornbæk, 2006). In difference to instrumental goals, the first proponents of
user experience started at the opposite end with fun, enjoyment, and
pleasure. When people use ICT in their free time they are not opting for
productivity, but rather they want to have fun and engage in meaningful
experiences. (e.g., Hassenzahl, 2008; Jordan, 1999; Norman, 2002). Thus,
user experience research promotes a holistic understanding of contemporary
ICT use (McCarthy & Wright, 2004).
Since its introduction, work on user experience has gained wide
popularity both in academia and in industry. In fact, user experience
research has become almost a mandatory part of development and
evaluation of new ICT (Vermeeren et al., 2010). Despite its vast popularity,
the concept of user experience still suffers from teething troubles: it is often
criticized as vague and lacking in theory (e.g., Hassenzahl, 2006; Law et al.,
2009; Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk, 2011). One of the problems is that ‘user
experience’ lacks a shared definition. In everyday discourse user experience
often refers to the ways in which people perceive a certain product, that is,
whether they enjoy using it or not. However, user experience is not just the
perception of a product. Instead, it refers to all experiences that arise in the
anticipated or actual use of ICT products, systems, or services (ISO
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9241-210)1. While this latter ISO-standard definition helps to identify the
breadth of the phenomenon, it is too broad to guide user experience research
and help researchers to relate to each other’s works.2 When I study ‘user
experience’ what is it that I actually study, and what have other researchers
studied under the same title?
I define user experience as a user’s meaningful encounter with ICT.
I discuss this definition more in-depth in the chapter 3 (Section 3.1), but in
short there are three key components in it. First, user experience is an
experience where ICT is encountered as its ‘user’: as someone who could,
should, or would like to have a user-relationship to a particular product or
service. Second, user experience is an ‘encounter’, which means that user
experience is not something that emerges only when we use ICT. Instead, it
can arise also when we are not using ICT but for example thinking, talking
about, or missing ICT. Third, user experience is meaningful in that it
includes encounters, which users interpret and assign meaning to.
User experience, if understood in its broadest sense, covers a huge variety
of research – almost all research on users or ‘digital’ experiences could be
interpreted as user experience research. To narrow the topic I relate the
research presented in this dissertation to HCI research that explicitly
designates itself as 'user experience research'.3 I distinguish three
mainstream approaches in contemporary user experience research: the
design approach, the cognitive approach, and the experiential approach.
Each of these approaches is driven by particular aims and focuses on distinct
aspects of user experience, which will be discussed more in chapter 3. To
summarize, the design approach utilizes holistic methods to inspire design,
the cognitive approach uses quantitative evaluations for predicting product
preferences, and the experiential approach draws on (social) psychological
principles to understand users and to distinguish experience categories.
I argue that, despite their many differences, all mainstream user
experience research approaches share an individual-centric understanding of
users and experiences. Even if they might claim otherwise at times, all three
approaches treat experiences as something subjective, personal and
idiosyncratic (see also Brown & Juhlin, 2015, p. 29). An exception among the
1

As will be discussed later, user experience can be approached both in terms of how people perceive a

certain product (e.g., enjoyable or not) as well as what people experience while using a product (e.g.,
enjoying killing time).
2

One reason for these problems is arguably the lack of conceptual-theoretical discussion:

contemporary user experience research has focused more on practical usefulness than conceptualtheoretical development (Kuutti, 2010). However, the lack of effort is not the only reason why we still
struggle in defining user experience. Considering the hardships confronting attempts to define
‘experience’ per se (see Jay, 2005) it is no wonder that its derivatives, such as ‘user experience’, have
proven hard to grapple with.
3

I realize that this demarcation leaves out interesting research, but it also enables me to grasp the

current state of art in ‘user experience research field’ and helps me to target my contribution.
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mainstream research is the study of ‘co-experience’, which is a sub-field of
the design approach. Co-experience research studies how the meanings of
user experience emerge and change in social interaction as individuals share
their experiences and reciprocate others’ experiences (Battarbee & Koskinen,
2005). The current work shares some premises with co-experience research,
but focuses on different social processes. While co-experience research
focuses on sharing experiences, I study the processes that are social even
before they are shared in interpersonal interaction
The theoretical roots of this work lie in the sociogenetic tradition in social
psychology. The main idea of this tradition is the concept of ‘sociogenesis’,
which is the idea that the human psyche is social in its origins and
development (e.g., Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000). According to this
perspective, perceptions and emotions take place first between people and
only later become internalized. My main sources of theoretical inspiration
from the sociogenetic approach come from Mead (1972) and Vygotsky (1978).
Following Mead, I understand self-awareness as a process that begins with
the perspectives of others and the broader social context and results in the
objectification of the self. This process greatly influences experiencing. In
terms of user experience, when a user reflects on their ICT experience, the
individual’s perspective is inevitably intertwined with others’ opinions, their
larger social milieu and so on.
Furthermore, I build on Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of mediation, which
refers to a shaping and refracting of experiences by material and cultural
mediators. According to Vygotsky, higher psychological processes, such as
abstract thinking, are always mediated by the use of material tools and
cultural signs. For example, in order to think abstractly, we need tools, such
as words, that enable us to do so. Prior HCI literature has acknowledged the
ways in which computers mediate the relationship between humans and the
world (e.g., Nardi, 1996; Baym, 2005). Inspired by this line of thought, I
investigate how user experiences are mediated by social processes as well.
Hence, I suggest that user experience entails multilayer mediation or
‘mediated mediation’: mediation by ICT use and by social processes.
The empirical studies focus on identifying how particular social processes
and ICT use mediate everyday user experiences. Following prior literature
mainly in social psychology but also in psychology and sociology, I identify
three particular social processes that are likely to influence user experiences:
expectations, interpretations, and habits. This list is not exhaustive, but it
offers a good starting point for research. Moreover, while these themes have
been discussed in the HCI literature, their influence on user experience has
not been investigated systematically. In order to do so, I use a mixed
methods approach to study how these particular processes shape everyday
user experiences. In addition, to expand understanding of how ICT use
mediates experiences I examine the central yet ambiguous relationship
between usability and user experience. Because user experience research has
emerged as an alternative to usability research, understanding the difference
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between the two is important. Currently, the relationship between these two
is ambiguous: sometimes user experience and usability are understood
almost as synonyms to each other, other times as opposites to each other.
The findings show that each of the studied four processes influences user
experiences. First, expectations are used as a point of reference to compare,
contrast, and adjust experiences. When people reflect on their experiences
with ICT, they often contrast what happens in the interaction against their
expectations (Study IV). In addition, even when people might not be aware of
this, their perceptions are shaped by expectations. For example, in shortterm use user experiences are adjusted to expectations so that positive
expectations boost overall perceptions of a product (Study I). Second, people
do not simply experience ICT – they also assign different meanings to it and
interpret it from particular perspectives. The same artifact can be interpreted
very differently depending on the shared perspectives and meanings applied.
For example, study II relieves that viewing a particular service either as an
interaction medium or as a tool for developing the organization changes how
people experience the same service.
Third, while interpretations refer to reflective and meaningful
experiences, the prominence of habitual ICT use points to the importance of
repetitive user experiences that are often shared among user populations.
Habits, which make experiences more common and less salient, are
especially characteristic of smartphone use bringing about very similar use
practices across users (Study III). When reflecting on habitual use, people
often describe the encounter with great brevity, if at all, because it is ‘nothing
special’. Finally, usability is tightly coupled with users’ experience, because it
influences the flow of experiencing. Poor usability prevents the actualization
of situated actions and forces users to focus on the particular ICT at hand.
Good usability lets the user focus on the technology-mediated experiences
instead of on the mediator, the device, itself (Study IV).
The novel contribution of this dissertation lies in the combination of
social psychological theory with empirical research. This work advances user
experience research conceptually and theoretical by articulating the
multilayer mediation everyday user experiences. I argue that user experience
includes ‘mediated mediation’, because it is shaped both by ICT use and by
social processes. Hence, this work offers a new understanding of the
‘intersubjectivity’ of user experiences, that is, that user experiences are
always socially embedded and shaped. The work questions the individualcentric emphasis in prominent mainstream research. In contrast with
previous studies in the field, I suggest that individual’s user experiences are
not social only in times of observable interpersonal interaction. Instead, even
individual’s unique experiences are socially mediated. This does not mean
that everyone has similar user experiences, or that there is no subjectivity, or
‘preconceptual’ experiencing. More exactly, social processes offer a sound
baseline for understanding how private subjectivity is intertwined with the
shared reality. While we can never experience otherness in its totality,
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understanding social processes can help us to identify common and collective
processes in individual’s user experiences.
While the aforementioned perspective is new to mainstream user
experience research, it bears similarities to prior works attempting to narrow
the gap between HCI and the social sciences. This line of research can be
referred to as ‘social computing’ (Dourish, 2004). Of particular interest for
this dissertation are those works that have focused on digital experiences and
interface design in broad terms. While work done in these two arenas covers
similar topics as contemporary user experience research, it typically does not
acknowledge itself as user experience research. Inspirational examples of this
line of work include research on ‘situated action’ by Suchman (1987), on
‘embodied interaction’ by Dourish (2004), and on ‘wordly’ pleasure by Brown
& Juhlin (2015). All of these studies point to the same general argument as
my work: users need to be approached so that their material and social
embeddedness is acknowledged. What is unique to this dissertation is the
expanding of the argument to concern what is or should be user experience
research, the introduction of the concept of mediation, and the identification
of how user experiences are mediated by particular social processes and
usability.
The structure of the dissertation is as follows. Chapter 2 provides an
overview of prior user experience research. I discuss the development of the
concept, identify mainstream approaches to user experiences, and consider
other social scientifically inspired studies of experience in HCI. Chapter 3
presents the theoretical foundations of the framework developed in this
dissertation. I start by offering a working definition for user experience and
move on to Vygotsky’s (1978) work on mediation and discuss also the more
recent understandings of ‘mediation’ shortly. Then I introduce prior
understanding of intersubjectivity and present the main social processes of
interest: expectations, interpretations, and habits. Chapter 4 presents the
research questions, the mixed methods approach, and the procedures for
each of the four empirical studies. Chapter 5 presents the findings from the
four empirical studies. Finally, Chapter 6 presents the perspective of intermediated user experience. I reflect on the perspective in relation to prior
literature and discuss the research process. Last, I present implication for
design, make suggestions for future research, and close with concluding
remarks.
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2 PRIOR RESEARCH ON USER
EXPERIENCES
User Experience (UX) is not just ‘old wine in new bottles’. It is a truly
extended and distinct perspective on the quality of interactive
technology: away from products and problems to humans and the
drivers of positive experience.
Hassenzahl, 2008, p. 11

This chapter provides an overview of contemporary user experience research
to help to situate the work. I start with a brief description of how the concept
emerged in HCI as an alternative to that of usability. Next, I analyze
contemporary user experience research with a focus on research that
explicitly calls itself as ‘user experience research’. I conceptualize the field by
distinguishing three contemporary approaches to user experience research:
the design approach, cognitive approach, and experiential approach. I
discuss the tensions and relations between these different approaches; each
of them is driven by particular aims and focuses on distinct aspects of user
experience. Nonetheless, all of these approaches prescribe to a rather
individual-centric view of users and their experiences. This dissertation
offers a complementary perspective that highlights the social embeddedness
of users and their experiences. While this perspective is not common in the
mainstream user experience research, similar ideas have inspired the study
of experiences with ICT more broadly understood. I conclude by discussing
these influential works that employ a social scientific perspective to theorize
about experiences in HCI.

2.1 FROM INTERFACES TO EXPERIENCES
To contextualize the study of user experiences let’s shortly discuss how ‘user
experience’ become a topic in HCI. HCI is an area of research and practice
that has its roots in computer science, human factors and ergonomics, and
cognitive science (see Bannon, 1991). It emerged in tandem with the
development of personal computers in late 1970s and early 1980s (e.g.,
Carroll, 2014). As computers were no longer a tool for only specialized people
such as information technology professionals, but rather used also by lay
people, personal computers had to be usable for everyone. From early on the
key concept in HCI was usability, which focuses on the efficiency and
effectiveness of human–computer interaction – simply put, on designing
interfaces that are easy to use and learn. The focus on productivity stems
from personal computers being first used in an organizational setting, where
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cost-effectiveness is central4 (e.g., Grudin, 2012). Usability was successful,
because it helped the design of interfaces concretely and practically by
making usability problems both actionable and fixable (Bardzell & Bardzell,
2015). However, as personal computers developed from desktops to
ubiquitous computing and from discretionary use to recreational use, the
dominance of usability was questioned (ibid.).
Contemporary user experience research arose as a counter-movement to
the usability movement in the late 1990s in parallel with the penetration of
consumer ICT (e.g., McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Blythe et al., 2004). The
increasing recreational computer use called for a perspective that extends
beyond instrumental qualities and task-achievement to include pleasure,
enjoyment and fun (e.g., ibid., see also Hassenzahl & Tracktinsky, 2006;
Norman, 2002). While usability research does include satisfaction as its
third component, in practice it is often understood rather narrowly in
relation to task-achievement or overall preference (e.g., Blythe et al., 2004;
Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015; see also Hornbæk, 2006). Hence, user experience
research was developed as a more comprehensive alternative to usability
research (e.g., McCarthy & Wright, 2004).
The opposition to usability still resonates in user experience research. On
one hand, some ask whether ‘user experience’ is just a new, fancy name for
usability, or ‘old wine in new bottles’ (see Bargas-Avila & Hornbæk, 2011). At
times, this really is the case – for example, the industry has been criticized
for switching the concept from usability to user experience while still
adhering to old practices and metrics (e.g., Hassenzahl, 2008). On the other
hand, many contemporary user experience researchers emphasize a
fundamental break from the usability tradition. Researchers employing this
line of argument stress that user experience moves beyond, and away from,
tasks and instrumental qualities to focus on pleasure and fun instead (e.g.,
Hassenzahl, 2008; Blythe et al., 2004). What has been discussed less is the
possibility that pleasure and fun are not opposites of instrumental qualities,
but rather their relationship is more versatile (see Study IV). It is also worth
pointing out that some researchers view user experience not as an opposite,
but rather as along a continuum with usability (Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). I
discuss the tensions between these various viewpoints more in the next
section, where I present an overview of contemporary user experience
research.

4

Usability should be always differentiated from functionality. Functionality refers to the functions of

the computer, while usability denotes how easily, efficiently, and satisfactorily the computer can be
used to achieve intended purposes in a specified context (e.g., Goodwin, 1987). Hence, usability
problems can arise from poor functioning but also, for example, from a poor match between functions
and users’ intended purposes or the context of use.
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2.2 CONTEMPORARY USER EXPERIENCE RESEARCH
The contemporary user experience research field is often characterized as
fragmented. The field lacks a shared definition for user experience5 and there
is not enough dialogue between researchers (e.g., Law et al., 2009; BargasAvila & Hornbæk, 2011). To organize and conceptualize the field I identify
and contrast approaches that are influential in contemporary user experience
research. I have created the distinctions by comparing the key characteristics
of well-cited academic works on user experience research (for parallel
distinctions, see Battarbee & Koskinen, 2005; Hassenzahl & Tractinsky,
2006; Blythe et al., 2007). This demarcation leaves out interesting research
on experience in HCI6, but it enables a deeper insight of that research, which
understands itself as first and foremost as user experience research.
Furthermore, I discuss that research, which uses social scientific research to
think about experiences more broadly in HCI in the next section.
I identify three main contemporary approaches to user experience: the
design approach, the cognitive approach, and the experiential approach7.
These approaches can be roughly distinguished from each other in three
dimensions: 1) approach: atomistic–holistic8, 2) method: quantitative–
qualitative, and 3) purpose: evaluation–development (see also Blythe et al.,
2007). The design approach and cognitive approach stand opposite to each
other in these dimensions, while the experiential approach is somewhere in
between. The design approach is holistic, favors qualitative methods, and is
aimed at development. The cognitive approach is atomistic, utilizes
quantitative methods, and is targeted at evaluation. Finally, the experiential
approach, lying between holistic and atomistic approaches, utilizes mainly
quantitative methods and is aimed at both development and evaluation.
Table 1, below, depicts the main characteristics of these approaches more
specifically.

5

The ISO 9241-210 standard offers a common definition for user experience with which most

researchers agree (Law et al., 2009). However, the definition is so generic that those who agree with it
can still have diverging views. The definition suggests that user experience includes: users' emotions,
beliefs,

preferences,

perceptions,

physical

and

psychological

responses,

behaviors,

and

accomplishments that occur before, during, and after use (ISO 9241-210).
6

For example, the humanistic approach to user experience is not captured by this demarcation. For an

excellent discussion on this topic see Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015.
7

This differentiation bears similarities with the differentiation among natural sciences, the humanities,

and design as proposed by Cross (2006). Natural sciences use controlled experiments the study the
natural world, the humanities explore human experience with metaphors and evaluations, and design
considers the work on modeling the artificial world. These three differ also in values: sciences value
objectivity, humanities subjectivity, and design field practicality (ibid.).
8

Atomistic approaches identify specific dimensions of users’ experience and measure them, while

holistic approaches aim at a big picture or a general framework.
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Table 1.

Characteristics of three contemporary approaches to user experience research.

APPROACH
AIM

DESIGN
Understanding
users, inspiring
design

KEY ARGUMENT
REGARDING
USER
EXPERIENCE
KEY ARGUMENT
REGARDING
USABILITY

Is sensual,
emotional,
compositional, and
spatio-temporal
Does not capture
contemporary ICT
use

KEY
METHODOLOGY
FOUNDATIONS

Design empathy,
co-creation
Pragmatism,
design thinking
Designer
To be designed
Creating ideas,
crafting prototypes

PERSPECTIVE
PRODUCT
WHAT THE
APPROACH IS
UTILISED FOR

KEY
PUBLICATION

McCarthy &
Wright (2004)

COGNITIVE
Predicting
preferences,
advising on
engineering
Is gained from
interacting with a
device to perform a
particular task
Is influenced by
system properties,
users characteristic
and task/context
Experiment- and
behavior-oriented
Cognitive science,
usability research
Usability engineer
To be tested
Testing
functionality,
advising on
selection between
alternatives
Thüring & Mahlke
(2007)

EXPERIENTIAL
Understanding,
evaluating, and
creating
experiences
Results from the
fulfillment of basic
human needs
Can act as a barrier
to the fulfillment of
human needs
Subjective-reportoriented
Hedonic and needs
psychology
UX researcher
To be tested
Creating and
verifying designs,
evaluating
prototypes/products
Hassenzahl (2008)

2.2.1 THE DESIGN APPROACH
The design approach features perspectives that offer broad ideas with which
to think about user experience but refrain from identifying fundamental
models. Accordingly, the emphasis is on the totality and fullness of human
experience. To understand users’ felt sense of life the design approach
utilizes empathetic design, or the empathetic understanding of users from
the position of the designer (e.g., McCarthy and Wright, 2004). While theory
is not the main focus, this approach draws inspiration from pragmatist
theories and the theory of symbolic interaction. Following on from Dewey’s
work on arts as experience, the design approach highlights the importance of
aesthetic experience as a part of everyday living (ibid.).
McCarthy and Wright’s (2004) Technology As Experience is one of the
most well-known and most-cited books about user experience in HCI. In that
book, McCarthy and Wright suggest that technology should be understood as
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aesthetic experience, which refers to the fulfillment of our need for a sense of
meaningfulness and wholeness of action. The authors identify four
experience threads and six procedures for making sense of experience. These
threads and procedures are not fundamental elements of user experience but
ideas for capturing the multifaceted, interwoven elements that compose
experience and the continuous processes of making sense of experiences. The
experience threads are sensual, emotional, compositional, and spatiotemporal. In brief, experience occurs in time and place, and it is composed of
elements that exist in various relationships. Experience refers to the
emotional meaning we ascribe to our sensory engagement in relation to our
values, goals, and desires. The six procedures of making sense of experience
highlight that experience encompasses both pre-linguistic, sensory
engagement as well as reflexive, interpretative appropriation (ibid.).
Also others have proposed broad models and ideas with which to think
about user experience from a design perspective. Forlizzi and Ford (2000)
suggest that user experience is influenced by 1) users with their prior
experiences, emotions, values, and cognitive models; 2) products with
language, features, aesthetic qualities, and accessibility; and 3) the social,
cultural, and organizational context. What is less discussed is how these
features influence user experience or each other. Forlizzi and Ford also
differentiate among sub-consciousness, cognitive, and narrative experiences
(ibid.). Proceeding from that work, Forlizzi and Battarbee (2004)
differentiate among experience (a constant stream of ‘self-talk’), an
experience (articulated with a beginning and end), and co-experience (shared
experiences created in social interaction). Also, they stress the differences
between fluent, cognitive, and expressive experiences. Fluent experiences are
automatic, skill-expressing interactions with products; cognitive experience
focus on the product; and expressive experiences help the user to form a
relationship with the product (ibid.).
The design approach is the most interpersonal of the three mainstream
approaches. The social side of experiencing is highlighted especially with the
concept of co-experience, which focuses on how the meanings of user
experience emerge and change in social interaction (Battarbee & Koskinen,
2005). Co-experience is grounded in the main assumption of symbolic
interactionism: people act toward things on the basis of their meanings, and
these meanings arise in social interaction (see also Blumer, 1986, pp. 2–6).
The concept of co-experience identifies three social processes of user
experience: ‘lifting up’ experiences, reciprocating experiences, and rejecting
or ignoring experience. Co-experience takes place when an individual
identifies and elevates a certain experience’s importance (the experience is
valued enough to be retold) and then others react by reciprocating or by
rejecting or ignoring the experience (ibid.).
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2.2.2 THE COGNITIVE APPROACH
Of the three approaches, the cognitive approach is most closely connected to
usability research. Similarly to usability research, task achievement is
emphasized: user experience is gained in the course of interacting with a
device to complete a particular task in a certain context (Thüring & Mahlke,
2007). However, authors subscribing to this approach suggest that usability
in itself is not enough to explain why people prefer some system to another.
Instead, also non-instrumental factors, such as aesthetic qualities and
emotional reactions, influence overall appraisal and preference. The main
claims with this approach are depicted in the cognitive-experimental (CUE)
model of user experience (ibid.). This model identifies three components that
influence user–system interaction and the resulting experiences: system
properties, user characteristics, and task/context. The resulting user
experience is composed of perceived instrumental qualities (‘usability’)
together with perceived non-instrumental qualities and the emotional
reactions resulting from these perceptions. In the approach the main interest
is not user experience per se but rather overall appraisal. This appraisal
covers aspects such as usage behavior, choice between alternatives, and the
overall evaluation of a product. Empirical studies applying the cognitiveexperimental approach utilize usability as one of the key variables studied,
together with aesthetics and emotions (see, for example, Mahlke &
Lindgaard, 2007; Mahlke & Thüring, 2007; Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). These
studies have found that both usability and aesthetics influence emotional
reactions and overall product appraisals so that good usability and/or
aesthetics have a positive influence and poor usability and/or aesthetics have
a negative influence.

2.2.3 THE EXPERIENTIAL APPROACH
The experiential approach developed by Hassenzahl and his colleagues has
been very influential in the user experience research field. The experiential
approach defines user experience as a narrative that emerges from the
interaction between a person and the world: it is something subjective,
holistic, situated, dynamic, and worthwhile (Hassenzahl, 2010). The
approach builds on three key assumptions derived from hedonic psychology
and needs theories (Hassenzahl, 2008). First, momentary feelings of
pleasure and pain regulate human action: people seek pleasure and flee pain.
Second, people have universal needs, and the fulfillment of these is the main
reason for positive user experience. Finally, people have two kinds of goals
related to use of products: do-goals and be-goals. The former are
instrumental goals related to the specific task at hand, such as ‘making a
phone call’. The reaching of these goals results in perceptions of pragmatic
quality, which is close to perceived usability. ‘Be’ goals are non-instrumental
goals and related to the fulfillment of universal needs such as ‘feeling
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related’. The achievement of these goals results in perceptions of hedonic
quality, which has diverse aspects, such as value and innovativeness (ibid.).9
According to the experiential approach, pragmatic quality is not what
people really desire. Instead, people want to fulfill fundamental ‘be’-goals
related to basic needs (e.g., relatedness and autonomy). Pragmatic quality is
more a ‘hygiene factor’ that enables the meeting of needs by removing
barriers; it is not a source of positive experience in itself. The experiential
approach has bred a rich body of research focused on adjusting and applying
the model, and on studying other aspects of user experience. In addition,
Hassenzahl et al. (2010) have contrasted their work to that by McCarthy and
Wright (2004). While McCarthy and Wright stress that the uniqueness of
experiences makes them defy categorizations, Hassenzahl et al. claim that
despite the variety in individual experiences, they can still be classified in
relation to the basic human need they meet (ibid.).

2.3 THE SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF EXPERIENCES
IN HCI
This implies that even the most isolated and individual interaction
with a computer system is still fundamentally a social activity.
Dourish, 2004, p.56

Contemporary, mainstream user experience research prescribes to a
relatively individual-centric understanding of users and their experiences.
The research does not deny the existence of social processes, but it does
highlight the subjectivity of individual’s user experiences (see, for example,
McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Hassenzahl, 2010; Law et al., 2009; Roto et al.,
2011; Thüring & Mahlke, 2007). Groups and community are understood as a
context similarly to a material context, which acts in the background –
people can experience things in the presence of other people, but user
experience stays within the head of the individual (e.g., Law et al., 2009;
Hassenzahl, 2010; Forlizzi & Battarbee, 2004). As an exception, the research
on co-experience focuses on interpersonal user experiences by studying the
creation of user experiences in social interaction (Battarbee & Koskinen,
2005). Still and more, co-experience research views the ‘social’ as mainly the
interaction between people and not as a process that shapes experiencing in
the first place (Forlizzi & Battarbee, 2004; Roto, 2011).

9

Hassenzahl argues for the non-relatedness of ‘do’ goals and ‘be’ goals, because they result in two

distinct quality perceptions. However, the foundations of his framework (by Carver and Scheier, 1998)
do not suggest a similar distinction between the ‘do’ goals and ‘be’ goals. Instead, Carver and Scheier
posit that there is a hierarchical relationship between the two: ‘be’ goals are reached via the pursuit of
particular ‘do’ goals (ibid.).
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The dissertation develops a complementary perspective that highlights
the ways in which individual’s everyday user experiences are socially
mediated. While contemporary user experience research understands the
‘social’ as a context for experiencing, I argue that it should be viewed as a
process of experiencing. User experiences are embedded in social relations
and not something that happen before or outside of them. This perspective,
which I will discuss in Chapter 3, has its roots in social psychology.
Influential works that utilize a social scientific lens to view experiences with
ICT include those of Lucy Suchman and Paul Dourish and very recently
Brown and Juhlin’s 2015 Enjoying Machines 10. In what follows, I discuss
that research with a social scientific perspective that is directly relevant for
this dissertation.
The application of a social scientific framework to in the design,
development and evaluation of interactive system is called ‘social computing’
(Dourish, 2004). This perspective originated in HCI in 1980s with the
emergence of the study of computer-mediated communication (CMC) and
Computer-supported Cooperative work (CSCW). An important turning point
for social computing was Lucy Suchman’s (1987) book Plans and Situated
Actions. The book critiqued the then-dominant design paradigm, which
modeled human behavior in terms of plans. Drawing especially on
ethnomethodology, Suchman suggested that human action does not adhere
to reformulated plans, but rather it arises through situated actions or
improvised actions adjusted and settled to changing contexts. This work has
been influential in denoting that human action is always embedded in social
and cultural practices and should be approached as such (Dourish, 2004).
Building on Suchman’s work, among others, Dourish argues that HCI
should view interaction as first and foremost embodied or as something that
occurs and participates in real time and space. He discusses the program of
embodied interaction by shedding light on its foundations, present and
future. Simply put, embodied interaction suggests that we act in a world that
is suffused with social meaning, which both makes activities meaningful
and is itself transformed by them (ibid., p.189). Embodied interaction
suggests that the interaction between users and computers should not be
study as disembodied cognition, but rather research should focus on
particular practices. Furthermore, Dourish suggests that embodied
interaction can bridge the gap between technology and social setting with the
two concepts: practices and appropriation. First, embodied interaction draws
attention to practices, which comprise both actions and their meanings, how
people act and what these actions mean to them. These meanings arise in
‘communities of practice’, which are the groupings where the meanings of
action are negotiated and communicated (see also Wenger, 1998). Second,
appropriation captures the connection between practices, technology and
social setting. Appropriation is the process of developing a practice around a
10

While being touched upon in prior HCI research, it has rarely been labeled ‘user experience research’
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certain technology. Moreover, appropriation does not depend just on the
social setting; the technological design itself influences how a certain artefact
can be appropriated. Hence, the study of appropriation can help to
understand the mutually social and technical constitution of practices which
tie together action and meaning (ibid.).
Last, Brown and Juhlin (2015) build an empirical program for studying
how people enjoy technology and machines. Similarly to Suchman and
Dourish, they suggest that experiences (here, the particular experience of
enjoyment) needs to be approached as something ‘wordly’. By ‘wordly’, they
mean that pleasure is not a private phenomenon but rather a fundamentally
social phenomenon or public institution (ibid., p. 19). Hence, pleasure is
something people experience together and communicate about. Moreover,
pleasure is a skill that we learn in interpersonal interaction; that is, we learn
enjoyment from others. Following this idea, enjoyment should not be viewed
as something special, but rather, pleasure is an ordinary phenomenon that
we interpret with common and shared language. Importantly, while the
authors stress the intersubjectivity of pleasure, they insist that it is something
‘felt’. That is, when studying pleasure we should not focus only on actions but
also account for the feelings that accompany these actions in enjoyment.
In summary, all of these different perspectives are examples of research
that denotes the actions and experiences of human-computer interaction as
something situated (Suchman, 1987), embedded (Dourish, 2004), or wordly
(Brown & Juhlin, 2015). While building on both distinctive and shared
foundations they all highlight the importance of approaching mental
phenomena not as something entirely subjective, but rather, as always
connected to the social and material world. I now move to the more specific
approach utilized in this work to develop an analogous argument, namely,
that everyday user experience is always mediated by both ICT use and by
social processes.
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3 USER EXPERIENCE AS SOCIALLY
MEDIATED
This chapter introduces the theoretical perspective utilized to study the social
mediation of everyday user experiences. The roots of this perspective lie in
the social psychological tradition, which concerns the intersection between
the individual and the social (Doise & Mapstone, 1986). In particular, I utilize
the research in the sociogenetic tradition, and especially the works of Mead
(1972) and Vygotsky (1978), as a starting point. Following this line of
thinking, I argue that user experiences, even when they are private, are
socially mediated. Psychological processes such as experiences are social,
because they originate and develop in the interactive relationship between
the individual and the surrounding world (see also Valsiner & van der Veer,
2000). This chapter explicates the idea of social mediation of user
experiences by discussing mediation more in-depth as well as the
intersubjectivity of experiences. I also discuss the three social processes
explored in this work: expectations, interpretations, and habits. I begin by
offering a working definition for user.

3.1 USER’S MEANINGFUL ENCOUNTER WITH ICT
‘Experience’, of all the words in the philosophic vocabulary is the
most difficult to manage and it must be the ambition of every writer
reckless enough to use the word to escape the ambiguities it contains.
Oakeshott, 1933, p.9

One of the central challenges in contemporary user experience research is the
difficulty of defining user experience (e.g., Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015; BargasAvila & Hornbæk, 2011; Law et al., 2009; Kuutti, 2010; Norman, 2002).
Arguably, one reason for these problems is the lack of conceptual-theoretical
discussion. Contemporary user experience research has focused more on
practical usefulness than conceptual-theoretical development (Kuutti, 2010).
Furthermore, considering the hardships confronting attempts to define
‘experience’ per se (see Jay, 2005), it is no wonder that its derivatives, such
as ‘user experience’, have proven hard to grapple with (see also Bardzell &
Bardzell, 2015, p.80-82). ‘Experience’ is one of the most elusive and
controversial notions in the history of Western thought; it is a rare thinker
who attempts to make a definitive statement of what it entails (e.g., Jay,
2005). While all scientific concepts are debatable, ambiguous, and evolving
(Danzinger, 1997), the debates surrounding experience has been particularly
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passionate (for a review, see Jay, 2005). Despite this fact, the proper study of
a phenomenon requires conceptualization (McGrath, 1994).
For this dissertation, I define user experience as a user’s meaningful
encounter with ICT. I use the concept ‘user’ to refer to all those instances
when a person encounters a certain product, system, or service as someone
who uses, tries to use, should use, would want to use, or refuses to use it.
Thus, what differentiates ‘user experience’ from ‘experience’ is the particular
user-relationship between a product and a person – the person is foremost
‘user’ and not, for example, developer, designer, or something else in relation
to the product or service. While ‘user’ is often understood as an untroubled
concept its definition is not straightforward (for discussion, see, among
others, Bannon, 1991; Cooper & Bowers, 1995; Hyysalo & Johnson, 2015).
For this dissertation, user is understood simply as a position assigned to
people (e.g., when designers speak about ‘users’) and a position that people
adopt when they act toward ICT as those who use it (e.g., as ‘users’).
What is interesting about the concept of user is that it is of ‘interactive
kinds’ (Hacking, 1999). Concepts are of interactive kinds, when the entity
classified interacts with its classification. When classified as ‘users’, people
can react and act upon this classification – they can try to adjust to it or try to
get away from it. For example, people can support arguments about their
experiences in terms of their rights as users: ‘As a user, I don’t have time to
get to know this device; it is the designer’s job to make the smartphone easy
to use.’ On the other hand, people can refuse to become the user they are
expected to be: ‘I don’t want to be the user you are trying to make me be, and
I will not start using this!’ Both of these examples arose in the empirical
studies of this work (studies II and IV).
By ‘meaningfulness’ I draw attention to user experience as something that
one assigns a meaning to or something that has certain kind of meaning. The
term ‘meaningful’ can be used as a prefix to highlight the something is
serious, important, or worthwhile, but I utilize it to refer to its use as having
meaning (Oxford English Dictionary, 2015). Following Heidegger (1927) I
argue that interpreting meaning is central to our existence. Moreover, while
there are aspects of user experience that cannot be verbalized, or
communicated, I suggest that communicating about (user) experiences is a
common activity via which we make sense of them (Mead, 1972; see also for
example Brown & Juhlin, 2015; Battarbee & Koskinen, 2005). Understood
this way, user experience is not a personal possession but, rather, ‘the nodal
point of the intersection between public language and private subjectivity,
between expressible commonalities and the infallibility of the individual
interior’ (Jay, 2005, pp. 6–7). In short, user experience is something that one
makes sense of and communicates about on regular basis.
By ‘encounter’ I refer to user experience as all those touch points at which
we are in contact with ICT. User experience is not something that emerges
only when we use ICT; it can arise also when we are not using ICT but for
example thinking, talking about, or missing ICT as its users. For example,
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when people experience security because they know that they can turn their
smartphone when they want to, a user experience exists. Also, when people
refuse to use a web application, because they define it as something they
want to have nothing to do with, they have a user experience of the web
application. Understood this way user experience bears some similarities to
the concept of costumer experience utilized mainly in marketing literature
and consulting. In that field it is often highlighted that costumer experience
includes all contact points between the company and the costumer, not just
the product, but also costumer service, packaging and advertising. In a
similar vain I understand user experience as something that does not pertain
only to immediate user-computer interaction. In difference, I do not
conceptualize user experience from the point of view of the company, but
rather, from the perspective of the user; the focus is not on what the
company offers to the user, but rather how the user encounters the product.
Last, I suggest that user experience is both an experience of a product and
an experience mediated by the product use. It includes both experiences of a
particular product, system or service (such as ‘this smartphone is easy to
use’), and experiences mediated by the use of a product, system, or service
(such as enjoying ‘killing time’ with a smartphone). This idea bears
similarities with Heidegger’s (1927) differentiation between ‘present-at-hand’
and ‘ready-to-hand’, which has been used in HCI as a starting point for
understanding usability (for a discussion see, for example, Dourish, 2004).
Simply put, when tools are ready-to-hand we just use them and focus on
what we are doing with them, but when we start paying attention to tool itself
it becomes present-at-hand (ibid.). While these two types of experiences are
fused with each other in practice, their distinction is analytically important.
When one studies user experience, or relates work to prior studies on the
topic, one needs to identify if the focus is on experiences of a product (for
example, how users evaluate it), or experiences mediated by product use
(that is, what users experience when they use it), or both.

3.2 MEDIATION
This work builds on the concept of ‘mediation’11, which is commonly used
both in HCI and in social sciences. In the social sciences ‘mediation’ generally
describes a situation where one entity (a mediator) intermediates the causal
relationship between two other entities (e.g., Kaptelin, 2013). The use of the
concept is more specific in HCI, where it refers to ways in which computers
shape and come in-between our daily interactions with other human beings
and things. That understanding of the concept is evidenced, for example, in

11

Mediation as a concept is connected to ‘medium’ and ‘media’. These concepts, while related to

computer use, are out of the scope of this dissertation. For discussion on these topics see, for example,
McLuhan (1964) and Bolter & Grusin (2000).
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the common use of terms such as ‘computer-mediated communication’ and
‘mediated interaction’ to refer to interpersonal communication via computers
(e.g., Baym, 2010). This work draws on an even more particular
understanding of ‘mediation’ that is rooted in the sociogenetic tradition,
especially the work of Vygotksky (1978). Studies utilizing this understanding
in HCI include, for example, Kaptelin (2013), Kuutti (1999) and Nardi
(2005).
Vygotsky used the concept of ‘mediation’ to suggest that our relationship
to the world is not direct but rather mediated by tool use. Following this idea
technology can be viewed as a means through which human beings act in
the world (Kaptelin, 2013, p.203). We are never in contact with the world as
it is, but rather, our contact is mediated through the use of tools such as
computers and hammers, for instance. While this concept does not originate
in the work of Vygotsky, he extended the understanding of mediation to
include the use of symbolic tools such as language and words (Cole &
Scribner, 1978). He argued that while material tools are used for mastering
the external world (the environment), symbolic tools are used for mastering
the internal world (the self) (Kaptelin, 2013; Vygotksky, 1978; van der Veer &
Valsiner, 1991). Without the symbolic tools of words and concepts or signs we
could not initiate abstract thought.
Central to Vygotsky’s thinking was the idea of ‘cultural mediation’. He
suggested that all human psychological processes originate twice, firstly, as
distributed between one person and other people (‘inter-psychological’),
then, later, intra-psychologically as an individual’s own perceptions and
emotions. Following this idea, experiences do not arise internally or ‘inside
the person’, but instead, they emerge or are rooted in the interpersonal
interaction. (ibid.) While Vygotsky was interested especially on child
development, his ideas can be extended to understanding the formation of
experiences regardless of age. I argue that this perspective is especially
suitable for situations where people encounter something new and must
learn how they experience and perceive it (see also Brown & Juhlin, 2015,
p.20-25). For example, when people first encounter a new device their
experience is hardly a matter of ‘subjective opinion’, but rather, it is related
to interpersonal interaction such as branding, word of mouth, and
advertisements (see also Study I).
In HCI the treatment of mediation has typically moved beyond Vygotsky’s
work to the application of activity theory (AT)12. According to Nardi (1996),
AT is a descriptive tool for understanding the close relationship between
consciousness and activity. In activity theory, mediators are an inseparable
part of the activity, which connects individual to context. Accordingly,
12

Vygotsky did not develop activity theory himself; Leont’ev and Luria, who set out to continue

Vygotsky’s work, generated it. Activity theory is a multidisciplinary theory that has its roots not only in
the works of the socio-historical school (exemplified by Vygotsky, Luria, and Leont’ev) but also in the
works of Marx and Engels and of classical German philosophy from Kant to Hegel (Engeström, 1999).
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experience is not located inside the minds of individuals; in contrast, it is
spread out beyond individuals to everyday practices (ibid.). While activity
theory theorizes about subjective experiences, it has been used mainly for the
study of practices (Kaptelin, 2004; for an exception, see, for example, Nardi,
2005). One reason activity theory has not been utilized for studying user
experiences is the difference in emphasis between Vygotsky’s original work
and activity theory. While Vygotsky’s main interest was in higher mental
operations, Leont’ev shifted the focus of activity theory to object-oriented
activity (Kaptelinin, 2014). Accordingly, activity theory is not that interested
in the mediators of an individual’s user experience, but rather on how
experiences of other people and prior generations are accumulated in tools
and the practices employed in using them (ibid.).
This dissertation is closer to Vygotsky’s (1978) work in that it examines
how social processes mediate individuals’ experiences. However, it is worth
mentioning that this dissertation does not exactly follow Vygotsky’s work, but
rather draws inspiration from his conceptualizations. That is, I use Vygotky’s
thinking as a tool for developing new tools (see also, Nardi, 1996). Moreover,
I acknowledge that ‘mediation’ as a metaphor and a concept can be criticized
for dualism (Williams, 1977); it subscribes to an understanding of reality as
something that consists of distinctive and pre-existent categories, such as
individuals and groups. Nevertheless, ‘mediation’ is a favorable option when
compared to terms such as ‘reflection’ because the former connotes a more
active role in the process. Mediation entails organization and not just
transportation or intermediating. (idib.) Furthermore, the concept of
mediation is a particularly apt for user experience because the phenomenon
is already explained as something mediated – as an experience of computermediation. The dissertation builds on this shared understanding and
simultaneously broadens it by demonstrating how social processes also
mediate user experience.

3.3 INTERSUBJECTIVITY
Intersubjectivity is a concept that can be utilized for grasping how social
relations relate to a person’s subjective experiences. In the social sciences
‘intersubjectivity’ is utilized for describing phenomenon that are not to be
treated as entirely subjective (e.g., individual’s psychological states) or
objective (e.g., empirical facts about the objective world) (Crossley, 1996).
The term has many meanings and definitions, but generally it refers to the
variety of possible relations between people’s perspectives (Gillespie &
Cornish, 2010, p.19). Simply put, it describes the process by which people
attend to each and share gestures, symbols, and language. Hence,
intersubjectivity makes it possible for us to be ‘social’ or to understand and
connect with each other (ibid.; Prus, 1996).
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One of the key social psychologists to develop the concept of
intersubjectivity was Mead (1972) whose work bears similarities to that of
Vygotsky (1978) despite not knowing of each other’s works (Valsiner & van
der Veer, 2000). Also Mead stressed that psychological processes, such as
experiences and thinking, originate outside the individual. For Mead this
outside is intersubjectivity, or symbolic interaction by which people
communicate and interact with each other. Furthermore, it is not just the
mind but also the self that arises intersubjectively (ibid.). He argued that
human beings are different from animals, because of self-awareness: humans
do not merely experience, but they also reflect upon their experiences. This
self-awareness is what makes the mind and the self intersubjective, because
self-awareness originates not within the individual but in the relationship
between the individual and other people. Self-awareness emerges when a
person objectifies him- or herself from the perspective of relevant others and
sees him- or herself from their eyes. This does not even require that others be
present, rather, the attitudes and perspectives of others are internalized
(ibid.; Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000; Joas, 1997).
Moreover, Mead suggests that the self comprises both a social self – the
organized set of others’ attitudes (referred to as ‘me’) – and the individual’s
creative reaction to this social self (termed ‘I’). Accordingly, when people
experience ICT, it is not only the I, the impulsive and ‘natural’ self, that is
experiencing but also the me, the social and tamed self, that is experiencing
(ibid.). What Mead’s distinction suggests is that user experience is not only
about reacting; it is also about reflecting on one’s experiences in relation to
social attitudes. These social attitudes refer to the perspective of the
‘generalized other’, which are an individual's internalized impression of
societal norms and expectations. Importantly, even though Mead (1972)
claims that other people and society are present in our experience through
social attitudes, he is not suggesting social determinism. Instead, the I
sustains the reactivity of the individual: people do not passively conform to
the perspectives of others but creatively react upon and shape them.
Contemporary user experience researchers do not overlook self-reflection
(see, for example, McCarthy & Wright, 2004; Hassenzahl, 2008), but
authors’ discussion of it does vary in focus. For example, when Hassenzahl
(2008) describes user experience as a constant stream of self-talk, wherein
the individual evaluates the pain and the pleasure of the present interaction,
he seems to be disregarding that self-reflection is not only an I–me
relationship. Rather, self-reflection as described by Mead (1972), Vygotsky
(1978), Gendlin (1962), Bartlett (1932), and others, is an others–me
relationship; self-reflection is the process of objectifying oneself from the
position of others. The self is the intersection of the social attitudes (me) and
our creative reaction to those attitudes. Thus, self-reflection makes us aware
not only of that which is pleasurable or painful but also of what is desirable
and forbidden in the social context.
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An example of self-reflection as an ‘other-me’ relationship is a girl who
steals a candy from a shop and then eats it. It is likely that her experience is
not just enjoyment but rather a mix of pleasure and guilt. Of course, the child
probably experiences the pleasure of eating the candy and can focus on how
delicious it tastes. Yet, at the same time, the self-awareness probably arises
that this action is not right from the perspective of me. Her experience is not
only ‘tastes good’, but also ‘I should not have stolen this candy’. Selfreflection can make the stolen candy taste bittersweet. Similarly, becoming
aware that one has ‘wasted’ time fiddling with a smartphone is part of the
experience of habitual smartphone use. While the activity itself might have
been fun, self-awareness mixes the experience with guilt and other feelings,
because ‘I should have done something more useful’. When reflecting upon
ourselves, we do not just evaluate pain and pleasure. We also stand apart
from and outside ourselves and see our actions and reactions from the
perspective of relevant others and the broader societal perspective depicted
as the generalized other (e.g., Mead, 1972).
Another central figure to discuss the intersubjectivity of human
experiences is Schütz (1967), a social scientist and phenomenologist. His
work aimed at coupling phenomenological theories of consciousness to the
social scientific understanding of the world. While the dissertation is not
particularly grounded in phenomenology – apart from the fact that all
studies of subjective experiences are to some extent phenomenological –
Schütz’s understanding of intersubjectivity is worth pointing out. For Schütz
the question of intersubjectivity concerned the ability of people to achieve
shared experiences of the world (ibid.). That is, if experiences are our own,
how can we have common experiences? He suggests that intersubjectivity
relies upon the mundane lifeworld (Lebenswelt) where the human is
understood as an embodied being whose actions draw upon a stock of
shared social resources and know-how or 'common-sense knowledge' and
who is always already situated amongst other similarly embodied and
situated beings (Crossley, 1996, p. 77). Again, intersubjectivity arises not
from inside the human but rather from the lifeworld. The lifeworld is the
everyday knowledge, practices, and competences that make it possible for
individuals to interact and shape experiences and meaning-making.
Moreover, people use the lifeworld not just to make sense of their own
experiences but also the experience of others (ibid. p. 80, see also Dourish,
2004, p. 110-113).
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3.4 SOCIAL PROCESSES
The dissertation explores the intersubjectivity of user experiences by
studying social processes13. Social processes refer here to processes that are
often understood as psychological states (e.g., expectations) but which are
argued to be fundamentally social. Following the sociogenetic tradition,
mental processes are argued to have social origins because they emerge
interpersonally through social and cultural processes (e.g. Vygotksy’s, 1978;
see also Wertsch & Tulviste, 1992). Furthermore, I argue that mental
phenomenon such as experiences and expectations are never entirely located
inside the mind of an individual, but rather, they are always social and
cultural because they are negotiated, developed and re-articulated in
interpersonal and intergroup communication regularly (see Brown & Juhlin,
2015; Dourish, 2004; Mead, 1972; Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000;
Vygotksy’s, 1978). To better understand how social processes mediate user
experience (a social process itself) the empirical studies cover three
particular social processes: expectations, interpretations and habits. Each of
these processes can be defined either by focusing on its intra-subjectivity
(e.g., psychologically) or by focusing on its inter-subjectivity (e.g, social
scientifically). While the grounding of the concepts in some of the empirical
articles is psychological (especially Study III), I now contextualize these
processes briefly from a more social scientific perspective (for more on the
particular theoretical perspectives see also the original articles).
First, expectations concern temporality and the intersubjectivity of
experiencing. Because of self-awareness, our experiences do not have to do
with only this moment; they are always intertwined with the past and the
future (Mead, 1972; see also Flaherty & Fine, 2001). Expectations are one
concept for describing how the past and the future appear in the present;
expectations are beliefs derived from the past and oriented toward the future.
They do not rely merely on our prior experiences, but rather, they are shaped
in interpersonal interaction such as when one perceives advertisements or
shares experiences (see also Thong et al., 2006). Contemporary user
experience research acknowledges expectations as one of the factors that
influences user experiences. What has been less explored, though, is how
expectations shape user experience.
Prior literature points to at least two options: experiences can be adjusted
or compared to expectations. Sociological and social psychological theories,
such as the theory of self-fulfilling prophecy (Merton, 1968), suggest that
experiences are aligned to expectations such that predictions cause
13

Latour (e.g., 1990; 1987) criticises social scientist for defining ‘social’ as something separate from

‘material’, thus, focusing only on first mentioned. That artificial boundary makes everything material,
such as technology, outside the scope of social science. Others, such as Barad (2003), have raised
similar criticism and that has spurred discussion on the topic of sociomateriality in information
systems research (e.g., Leonardi, 2013).
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themselves to become true. In contrast, consumer psychology has repeatedly
shown a contrary effect of expectations: experiences are compared to
expectations. According to the expectation–confirmation theory or ECT
(Bhattacherjee, 2001; Thong et al., 2006), expectations serve as a baseline to
which experiences are compared for evaluation.
Secondly, interpretations capture individuals’ relationship to shared
symbols and culture (e.g., Mead, 1972; Coultier, 1979). Experience is not just
a visceral sensation but also something we interpret and make sense of. This
sense-making occurs via shared symbols and signs such as words. When we
assign words to things, they become something beyond their matter; they
start to include also the ideas or the meanings of the thing (ibid.).
Importantly, people behave towards things on the basis of their meanings:
we encounter the world not as ‘raw’ but through our interpretation of it
(Blumer, 1986; see also Charon, 1995)14. One way to grasp the process of
interpreting is to study how people interpret a certain phenomenon and from
which perspective. Perspectives can be understood as conceptual
frameworks, which are a set of assumptions, values, and beliefs, activated for
organizing experiences and controlling behaviors (Charon, 1995). Conceptual
frameworks are tied to concepts or words because they sensitize us to some
aspects of experiencing and leave us desensitized to other aspects (ibid.). For
example, an engineer and a habitual user have very different perspectives
about computers because they have such a different supply of concepts and
tools with which to interpret them. Accordingly, they also perceive and
experience computers very differently (see Tamminen & Salovaara, 2009).
While user experience research has not been particularly interested in
perspectives or interpretations, they have been studied in the social
construction of technology (SCOT) theory in HCI. The key argument of SCOT
is that artifacts entail interpretative flexibility; the same artifact can entail
multiple, possibly contradictory, interpretations for different social groups
(e.g., Bijker et al., 2012). Hence, why people accept or reject a certain new
technology does not pertain only to the technology itself, but rather to their
social world. Furthermore, the qualitative study of attitudes has revealed that
people do not adhere only to one perspective at a time, but rather, the same
person can hold multiple perspectives. (e.g., Pyysiäinen, 2o1o; Vesala &
Rantanen, 2007).
Third, habits reveal the relationship between the individual and the
surrounding socio-material environment. While psychology defines habits as
automatic behaviors triggered by specific external cues (Verplanken et al.,
2005) or learned dispositions to repeat past responses (Wood & Neal, 2007),
the social sciences suggest a different viewpoint. The social sciences views
habits not as reactions to stimuli but rather as a way of handling or using the
world in a relatively stable way (Crossley, 2013, p.149). For example,
14

This is the key idea of an influential sociological and social psychological theory called symbolic

interactionism. Blumer (1986) is one of the founders of this approach, which is based on Mead’s work.
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Merleau-Ponty (1965) understands habits as dynamic behavior structures
which attach us to the world and simultaneously both shape us and are
shaped by us. That is, in many ways we are ruled by our habits and, at the
same time, we have agency to shape and reshape them. This understanding
of habit then moves beyond the idea of ‘mindless repetition’ to view habits
rather as something that makes us part of the culture both as its creators and
creatures (see also Crossley, 2013). Habitual experiencing can be seen as
what Campbell (1996) calls ‘non-action’, reactive and repetitive response.
Importantly, habits are a way of conforming to shared behaviors (Ilmonen et
al., 2010) such as fiddling while the smartphone while waiting for someone
so as not to look foolish. Habits render day-to-day life ordered and
predictable because the same habits are constantly repeated, thus becoming
taken-for-granted routines that are reflected upon only in special
circumstances (ibid.).
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4 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND
APPROACH

Our everyday is increasingly fused with user experiences, or users’
meaningful encounters with ICT. Also the field of HCI is shifting its main
focus from interfaces towards experiences (e.g., Bardzell & Bardzell, 2015).
Still, many questions about user experiences remain unanswered. One of
these questions concerns the ways in which social relations influence
individual’s everyday user experiences. While some prior studies on
experiences in HCI have utilized social scientific understanding, their
influence on contemporary user experience research field has been limited.
Instead, mainstream user experience research is still dominated by
perspectives that understand social as a context where experiences take place
and not as a process that shapes experiencing itself. I argue that user
experiences, even when they are private, are socially mediated. This
perspective has roots in the sociogenetic tradition, and especially the works
of Mead (1972) and Vygotsky (1978). Accordingly, all psychological processes
are social, because they originate and develop in the interactive relationship
between the individual and the surrounding world (see also Valsiner & van
der Veer, 2000). This work investigates how particular social processes
mediate everyday user experiences. In addition, I investigate how ICT use
mediates user experiences by studying the relationship between usability and
user experience. I start by presenting the detailed research questions. I then
discuss the mixed methods approach utilized to answer those questions and
also make few remarks on research ethics. Last, I provide an overview of the
procedures of the four sub-studies incorporated in this dissertation.

4.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The dissertation develops the understanding of the multilayer mediation of
everyday user experiences. I draw on the sociogenetic tradition to argue that
user experience should be viewed as an intersubjective phenomenon – even
when it concerns experiences without observable interaction between people
(Valsiner & van der Veer, 2000). Still and more, it is not enough to argue that
user experience is something intersubjective. Instead, one is inclined to study
how it is intersubjective. To address this affair the empirical studies I, II and
III explore how three particular social process, expectations, interpretations,
and habits, mediate everyday user experiences. The distinctions drawn
among the social processes under study are somewhat arbitrary but
analytically helpful: they enable us to focus on each mediator at a time while
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in practice these processes are intertwined. Furthermore, this list of social
processes is not exhaustive, but rather it acts as a starting point for
developing the argument. In addition, I also explore how ICT use mediates
user experiences by analyzing the relationship between usability and user
experience. With this study the investigation of mediators is broadened from
social process to technology-mediation.
Study I focuses on how expectations act as mediators of user experience.
Following prior social psychological studies on experiences and perceptions
it is posited that our experiences do not have to do with only this moment.
Instead, self-awareness blends current circumstances with expectations, or
beliefs derived from the past and oriented toward the future. Importantly,
expectations do not rely merely on our own prior experiences; also, branding,
advertisements, and word of mouth among others influence them (e.g.,
Thong et al., 2006). While recent discussion of user experience has
acknowledged the importance of expectations, the question of how
expectations influence everyday experiences with ICT has not been
systematically explored so much. Prior literature in the disciplines related to
HCI, such as social psychology and consumer research, suggests that
expectations can have two different effects: experiences are either adjusted
(e.g., Merton, 1968) or compared to expectations (e.g., Thong et al., 2006).
Thus, expectations can shape experiences in two, almost contradictory ways
and it remains to be studied how these effects play out in the context of ICT
use. Study I draws attention to expectations as mediators of everyday user
experience by asking:
1. How do expectations mediate everyday experiences with ICT?
Study II takes on the task to better understand interpretations as mediators
of user experience. I argue that user experience is not just a visceral
sensation but also something we interpret and make sense of. Interpretations
capture individuals’ relationship to shared symbols and culture (e.g., Mead,
1972; Coultier, 1979). This sensemaking occurs via shared symbols and signs,
such as words. According to Mead (1972), through language we can assign
meanings to things so that they start to include also the ‘idea’ or ‘meaning’ of
the thing. In difference to animals, humans do not react, but they also
interpret and reflect, when experiencing something (ibid.). Thus, user
experience does not concern only some ICT ‘as it is’, but rather the meanings
we attach to ICT. While user experience research has not been particularly
interested in interpretations, they have been studied in the SCOT theory. The
key argument of SCOT advocates is that artefacts entail interpretative
flexibility: the same artefact can entail multiple, possibly contradictory,
interpretations for different social groups (e.g., Bijker et al., 2012). However,
what SCOT has not addressed is the multiple perspectives of experiencing.
According to social psychological research people can have multiple
perspectives from which they reflect on their opinions and experiences (e.g.,
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Vesala & Rantanen, 2007). Because, people behave as they do toward things
on the basis of the meanings they assign to them (Blumer, 1986), we need to
understand also how people interpret ICT and how this is connected to
different perspectives of reflecting. To understand better how the
interpretations shape user experiences, Study II was carried out to address
this question about their relationship:
2. How do interpretations mediate everyday experiences with ICT?
Study III turns our attention towards the everyday mundane routines as
mediators of user experience. Contemporary user experience research
highlights the importance of pleasure, fun, and enjoyment, while less is
known about how ICT is experienced as a part of mundane everyday
activities. Prior studies suggest that the fabric of everyday life is constructed
largely from routines, repetition, and habits: we experience the same things
over and over again. For example, in diary studies, 45% of daily activities
have been found to pertain to habits (Wood & Neal, 2007). While psychology
has focused on understanding the emergence of habits in relation to their
initial functionality or pleasurability (Verplanken et al., 2005), more
sociological perspectives stress their connection to tradition. For example,
Ilmonen et al. (2010) claim that habits are a way of conforming to shared
behaviors – habits are a way of being normal. For greater understanding of
how habits shape everyday experiences of ICT Study III addresses the third
research question:
3. How do habits mediate everyday experiences with ICT?
Study IV shifts focus from social processes to ICT use as a mediator of
everyday user experiences. Initially the concept of user experience emerged
as an alternative to usability, which focuses on instrumental qualities and
task achievement. This opposition still echoes in contemporary user
experience research, where most researchers emphasize a fundamental break
from the usability tradition, because pleasure and fun do not arise from task
achievement (e.g., Hassenzahl, 2008; Blythe et al., 2004; McCarthy &
Wright, 2004). However, the cognitive approach views user experience along
a continuum with usability, connected to task achievement but including also
perceptions and reactions to non-instrumental qualities (Thüring & Mahlke,
2007). Thus, what remains unclear is how usability is connected to pleasure
and fun – if at all. Prior studies of the theme have yielded contradictory
findings: research applying the cognitive approach reports that usability
influence user experience (e.g., Thüring & Mahlke, 2007), while research in
the experiential approach claims that perceived usability does not result in
meaningful positive user experiences (Hassenzahl et al., 2010). The clarify
the relationship between these two concepts, Study IV addresses the last
research question:
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4. How does usability mediate everyday experiences with ICT?
The empirical studies (Study I, II, III and IV) applied a mix of methods, the
selection of which I explain below.

4.2 THE MIXED METHODS APPROACH
The dissertation employs a mixed methods approach to study user
experience as a multiple mediated process. Instead of being committed to a
certain method, mixed methods research uses the method that is most
suitable for answering the research questions (Creswell, 2013). This does not,
however, suggest a laissez-faire attitude, ‘without philosophical or
methodological restriction, anything goes’ (see also Markham & Baym,
2009). Instead, mixed methods research is guided by the aim of consistency
between data analysis, research questions, and aims (Bergman, 2008).
Mixed methods approach suggests that ontology and epistemology do not
pertain to the methodology, but rather to the interpretation of results. While
qualitative and quantitative methods are often presented as opposites, mixed
methods approach refutes the Incompatibility Thesis. Instead, qualitative
and quantitative methods are detached from constructivism and postpositivism: the research method does not dictate the ontological position,
because both qualitative and quantitative methods can be conducted from a
constructivistic or a post-positivistic position. It is the task of the researcher
to articulate ontological and epistemological assumptions. Moreover, even
the paradigms can be mixed in a research project; the researcher can
simultaneously view parts of the research phenomenon as socially
constructed and other from a more material-realistic perspective. The
phenomenon under study is neither social constructs nor ‘real’ but both at
the same time (Bergman, 2010; see also Hacking, 1999).
User experience can be studied with various methods and measurements.
This study utilizes mainly retrospective self-reporting: questionnaires,
diaries, and interviews. These all represent ways of letting people describe
and reflect on their experiences after the fact. This methodological choice is
related to the understanding of human experience as something that is
reflexive: human beings are able to reflect upon their experiences. Moreover,
this work understands user experience not only as those pre-conceptual,
emotional reactions that arise in use but also as something that includes
interpretation and reflection. People do not simply go through experiences;
they make sense of them, and this sense-making is part of the experiencing.
Utilizing retrospective self-reporting does mean that what is being
gathered is not the “actual” experience but participants’ reflection or memory
of it. This could be viewed as a source of error, or bias, because participants
may remember things differently from how they were or, for example, forget
something. However, I argue that user experience is something that cannot
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be captured in an ‘unbiased’ manner or in pure form, because experiencing is
a process of constructing and interpreting. As is suggested by Middleton and
Brown (2005), remembering is not a retrieval process but a process of
constructing experiences through remembering and forgetting, which
themselves are social processes. The interest lies not in identifying ‘pure’ user
experiences but, rather, in understanding how social processes shape these
experiences. The social processes then play out exactly in the moment of
making sense of, describing, and reflecting on experiences.
Self-reporting is reactive: when people are asked to report on their
experiences, they become aware both of being studied and of themselves.
Becoming aware of being studied can leave people feeling that they should
give socially desirable answers, make a good impression, or even help the
researcher to get the ‘right’ results (McGrath, 1994). In addition, reporting on
their own experiences can render participants more aware of themselves and
those experiences. This holds especially for settings wherein participants are
asked to report on their experiences for extended periods. For the present
work, studies III and IV utilized diary data gathered by means of asking
participants to report all their experiences with a smartphone in the first two
weeks of using it. It is possible that participants experienced some things
differently because they had to monitor their experiences in order to be able
to report on them daily. For example, participants might have become more
aware of some experiences that they would not have paid attention to if they
had taken part in the study.
Some of the methods used measure user experience more ‘directly’ than
others. In Study I, user experience was measured both as an experience of
task load and in terms of post-task perceptions as to the device’s usability,
aesthetics, and other features. The task load perspective addresses
experience of the task, while the post-task rating covers ‘results’ of user
experience. This is a typical procedure in studies of user experience, wherein
user experience is understood and measured as both an experience of the
situation and a perception that arises from the situation (e.g., per the ISO
standard). Study II utilized qualitative interviews, in which participants were
asked to reflect on their experiences with the device. Here, the statements
utilized for steering and encouraging conversation had to do with the
characteristics of the relevant web application (such as ‘The web application
is easy to use’), but when reflecting on the statements, participants justified
their perceptions (as in ‘is easy to use’) on the basis of their experiences. In
studies III and IV, user experiences were gathered via diaries in which
participants were asked to reflect on their experiences. This was probably the
most ‘direct’ way to gather self-reporting of user experiences. The
classification of experiential episodes yielded three categories: perceptions of
a feature or functioning, perceptions of the interaction, and description of
emotion (see Study IV, p. 4). Accordingly, it seems that also when people
reflect on their experiences freely, they describe perceptions, or how they
perceive something, too.
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Mixed methods approaches can be classified by the type of investigation,
type of data collection, and type of data analysis (Tashakkori & Teddlie,
1998). For the dissertation, I adopted explorative investigation: unlike
confirmatory investigation, the research does not test a prior hypothesis. This
does not mean that the work would not be grounded theoretically; only that it
is not aimed at testing a pre-set hypothesis. The novelty of the topic supports
explorative investigation as prior studies and existing theories did not
suggest clear bases for hypotheses on the topic studied. The data collection
carried out in the project is both quantitative and qualitative, and it varies
between sub-studies. Study I utilized quantitative data collection and Study
II qualitative data collection, while studies III and IV used both qualitative
and quantitative data collection. The mixing of types of data collection was
aimed at methodological triangulation: the use multiple methods for
studying the same phenomenon and thereby explaining more fully the
richness of the phenomenon under study (Denzin, 1978). The data analysis
utilizes also a mixed set of approaches. While studies I and II built on an
analysis method that matched the data collection method (i.e., quantitative
data were examined through quantitative analysis), studies III and IV were
mixed in the pairing of data collection and data analysis such that
qualitatively data were analyzed also quantitatively (see also Tashakkori &
Teddlie, 1998). The work in each of the studies was both inductive and
deductive, as I have moved back and forth between observations and theory
(ibid.; see also Bergman, 2010).

4.3 RESEARCH ETHICS
The basic principles for ethical research are the minimization of harm, the
protection of others, and the maximization of benefits (Israel & Hay, 2006).
For this dissertation, these procedures were confirmed via assurance of
informed consent, confidentiality, and anonymity. The empirical studies
dealt with participants’ everyday experiences of ICT, which they could reflect
upon rather freely. Each of the empirical studies involved gaining informed
consent; the participants’ informed judgment on taking part after sufficient
information is presented to them (see ibid.). Each participant was informed
of the content of the study before being asked about willingness to join. In all
sub-studies except Study I, the research questions and procedures were
explained to the participants in advance. Participants were also told that they
could discontinue participation at any point if they felt so inclined.
In Study I, participants were asked to take part in a study that explored
their experiences with using a new mobile device in a test setting. While the
study procedures were explained to all participants in advance, they were not
told about the aim of manipulating their expectations with product reviews.
In addition, we did not tell participants that they would be performing either
difficult or easy tasks with the device. This was necessary because otherwise
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we could not have studied how our manipulations worked. To ensure that
participants in the hard task condition did not experience unnecessary stress,
we set a seven-minute limit for each task, after which participants were asked
to move on to the next task. This procedure was explained to all participants
at the beginning of the study, and they were also told that they should not
worry if they were not able to carry out some of the tasks. The participants
were told about the manipulations in debriefing right after the experiment,
and they raised no concerns about the study procedures. Participants in the
study received compensation in the form of cinema tickets.
Study II was conducted as part of a larger development project. To make
participation in the study as easy as possible for the subjects, I travelled to
their workplaces, where they could then choose where they wanted to be
interviewed, that place typically being their own office area. Participants did
not receive any material compensation for the interviews, but many of them
seemed to enjoy the discussion and told me that it was nice for them to get to
talk about the whole process. Studies III and IV utilized diary data, entailing
participants having to carry out the rather intensive task of writing a diary
daily for two weeks in addition to filling in some questionnaires. Participants
received the N97 phones in connection with a wider study. For extra
compensation, they did not have to pay for voice, text, or data use during the
two-week period reported upon for studies III and IV.
Confidentiality and respect for the anonymity of the participants has been
assured throughout the research processes. All data pertaining to
participants, including quotations, are presented without identifying
characteristics both in the original publications and in other presentations
related to the studies. Participants’ names and (in Study II) organizations
have been replaced with acronyms whenever referred to the materials.

4.4 THE SUB-STUDIES
The dissertation encompasses research reported upon in four articles. Here I
present a brief description of the procedures and the context of the four substudies. These featured a diverse mix of research methodologies: an
experiment (Study I); a qualitative study of interview data (Study II); a mixed
methods study incorporating a logging study, intervention study, and
qualitative diary study (Study III); and mixed methods study combining
questionnaire data with diary data (Study IV). More detailed discussion of
research approaches and analysis can be found in the original articles. I
discuss and elaborate on the central findings of these studies in Chapter 5.

4.4.1 STUDY I: EXPECTATIONS
Study I is an experimental study investigating how expectations influence
task-specific experiences and perceptions of a device. More specifically, the
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interest was in the effect of expectations in a laboratory-based usability
and/or user experience test. At the time of the experiment, laboratory
settings were among the typical methods of gathering data on participants’
experiences and perceptions of products and prototypes. However, prior
studies in HCI had not addressed how expectations about products might
alter participants’ experiences and perceptions, and their influence on test
results was not taken into a consideration in the interpretation of results. Our
presumption was that when people participate in a usability and/or user
experience test in a real-world context, they do not enter the test situation as
a tabula rasa. Rather, especially if some firm is testing their own product,
people have expectations of the device, or at least its brand or the firm. These
expectations arise from their prior experiences of the company’s other
products and also from advertisements, branding, hearsay, product reviews,
and many other sources.
To understand the effect of expectations in a laboratory-based setting, we
staged a testing laboratory on university premises. The participants (n = 36,
with 21 females) volunteered for a smartphone study announced on
university students’ mailing lists. The participants represented a common
smartphone user group; educated young adults aged 20–30 years, with a
mean age of 25 years. The participants took the tests separately. The study
began with a pre-use questionnaire about participants’ background (sex, age,
etc.). Next, two thirds of the participants were given a review, aimed at
priming them to have either low or high expectations of the phone tested. A
third of the participants were not given any prime, since they were to serve as
a control group for the prime. Special care was taken to introduce the prime
in the same way every time. Participants were told that they could read the
review at their own pace while the researcher made the final technical
arrangements for the study. The researcher continued purposefully with the
arrangements until the participant indicated that he or she had finished
reading. Once participants were ready, they were asked to perform four easy
or hard tasks with the phone. Participants were not told about the tasks or
their difficulty beforehand. The manipulation of task difficulty was based on
prior exploration of the device, which enabled us to identify pairs of parallel
tasks: either easy or difficult to perform with the device. Participants were
told that they would have seven minutes to perform each task but that they
should not worry if unable to complete a task in the maximum time allowed.
After every task, the participants filled in a questionnaire that addressed
their experience of task load and their task-specific emotions. After
completing all four tasks, participants were asked to evaluate the device’s
perceived usability (measured with the System Usability Scale, SUS) and
their user experiences (measured by means of AttrakDiff). The latter is a
widely used 10-statement Likert-scale questionnaire for measuring perceived
usability, and AttrakDiff (Hassenzahl et al., 2003) is a questionnaire
designed to measure pragmatic and hedonic qualities of user experience, as
well as the attractiveness of a product. The questionnaires were translated
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into Finnish in several iterations. In the data analysis, variance analysis was
utilized to identify how the prime and the task difficulty influenced task
performance and affected task-specific and post-task ratings.

4.4.2 STUDY II: INTERPRETATIONS
Study II is a qualitative interview study that explored how interpretations
mediate self-reported experiences and perceptions of ICT. In the study, the
ICT of interest was an interactive Web-based application that had been
developed in a two-year project collaboratively by three public-sector
organizations. The organizations were in different fields: one was a
government agency, another was based in the library and information field,
and the third was related to regional maintenance. For anonymity reasons, I
refer to the organizations as C, T, and S. The application was developed to
help supervisors carry out their new work tasks, and the supervisors
themselves took part in developing it. The Web-based application featured
various functions, such as a questionnaire for collecting feedback from team
members, a tool for summarizing and analyzing results, a platform for
creating new action plans for the team, personal and organization-level
profile pages, forms for development discussions, a bulletin board, and
messaging functionality.
All supervisors (n = 14) who had been attending the meetings for
developing the web application were interviewed. They were six men and
eight women, with an age range of 28 to 60 years, the average age being 43
years. The interviews utilized the qualitative attitude approach, in which
attitudes are understood as interactive phenomena describing the evaluative
relationship between the subject, expressing an attitude, and the object,
toward which the attitude is expressed. The basic assumptions are derived
from rhetorical social psychology. The approach suggests that phenomena
conventionally understood as intra-individual (e.g., attitudes or user
experience) are descriptive of the relationship between an individual and the
environment. Because of their social underpinnings, user experiences can be
recognized from social interactions, wherein they come to the fore. Instead of
broad generalizations, a qualitative attitude study is suitable for creating rich
in-depth understanding of a specific phenomenon, such as the perceived
usability of a system. Because the method is limited to the analysis of
argumentation (spoken or written), it reveals only overt evaluations, not
concealed opinions or actions toward the object.
To understand how the supervisors interpreted their experiences of the
application, I utilized semi-structured interviews. For eliciting of
argumentation, participants were asked to comment on provocative claims
about the web application such as ‘the web application is not useful in my
work’. In the interviews, I withheld from judging interviewees’ comments but
did ask brief additional questions to prompt further comments (e.g., ‘why do
you think it is so?’). All interviews were carried out in Finnish and
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transcribed and analyzed in the original language. The excerpts presented in
the publication and in this dissertation have been translated into English as
literally as possible to preserve the subtleties of the comments.
In the analysis, I focused on identifying both the perspectives of
commenting (or subject positions) and interpretations of the web
application. That is, I analyzed from which perspective participants reflected
on their experiences and how they interpreted the web application in these
descriptions. The analysis was carried out in two, interrelated phases,
categorizing and interpreting. Firstly, every interview was divided into
statement-specific sections. I then classified the stance the interviewee took
to the statement (agreeing, disagreeing, both agreeing and disagreeing,
hesitating, or being unwilling to comment), along with the justifications for
this stance (such as familiarity). In the interpreting phase, I analyzed
perspectives and interpretations. I identified perspectives by analyzing how
interviewees referred to themselves and related to or contrasted themselves
against others in the comments. For example, when speaking from the
perspective of an organization representative, interviewees evaluated the web
application in relation to the functioning of the whole organization. They also
used the pronoun ‘we’ to refer to the opinions of the entire organization. The
system interpretations were identified from the data via analysis of the
baselines and the comparison points utilized in the arguments for the web
application.

4.4.3 STUDY III: HABITS
Study III is a mixed methods study conducted to assess how habits mediate
everyday experiences with smartphones. The study explored three
interrelated topics: the prominence of habits in smartphone use, the design
factors that promote habit-formation, and how users experience habits. For
this sub-study, habits were defined as automatic behavior triggered by
situational cues. The study involved three datasets – from a logging-based
study comparing usage patterns of smartphone users (n = 136) to those of
laptop users (n = 160), an intervention study with awareness cues for
eliciting habitual usage (n = 15), and a diary study of smartphone users’
(n = 12) experiences during the first two weeks of use.
The logging study tracked existing Android G1 smartphone users in the
continental US. The data were collected via bespoke software that tracked
several hardware and operating system variables in addition to user input,
the application in focus, and screen state. In all, 136 people (43% men)
completed the study, which involved a preliminary survey, at least six weeks
of tracked usage data, and a post-tracking survey. Twenty participants were
chosen at random from two major cities, Denver and Seattle, for
semi-structured ethnographic interviews to help contextualize the tracked
data. To contextualize the smartphone data, we compared them with tracking
data from personal laptop users (n = 160) in the continental United States.
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Usage data were collected via bespoke tracking software that measured
aspects of laptop use for, on average, 50 days per user. The analysis focused
on contrasting the logs for smartphone and laptop users.
The intervention study was a field experiment wherein the reward value
of a rapidly accessible application was increased. Three user groups
participated in the experiment: ‘the Family’, ‘the Entrepreneurs’, and ‘the
Schoolmates’. The Family consisted of a mother and three teenaged children,
the Entrepreneurs included one woman and four men, and the Schoolmates
were five women and one man attending the same high school. Each group
participated for 2–4 months. ContextLogger was used for data collection,
allowing recording of sensor data; communication transactions, including
the content and transaction logs for all SMS and voice communication; all
commands given to specific applications (the standby screen and contact
list); and all application launches. The analysis focused on identifying how
the intervention changed habitual smartphone use as revealed by the logs.
The diary study involved the same diary data utilized in Study IV, and
more in-depth discussion is provided in the next section (Subsection 4.4.4).
In the study, participants (n = 12) were given smartphones (the Nokia N97
model) and asked to keep a diary for the first two weeks of use. For the
purposes of Study III, the diary data were analyzed with a focus differing
from that of Study IV. While Study IV focused on the relationship between
usability and user experience, in Study III the focus was on how participants
experienced the habitual use of smartphones. For the analysis of habitual
use, all use sessions reported in the diaries were classified via identification
of activity categories (e.g., social media, calling, news, and browsing) and
subsequent tabulation of the frequency, with the associated real-world
situation wherein the use took place and the time of day. We then estimated
habit strength by calculating frequencies of application use in a particular
context. In the last phase, the data were analyzed more qualitatively, with a
focus on how participants reported both the motivations and their
experiences of habitual use.

4.4.4 STUDY IV: USABILITY
Study IV is a mixed methods study conducted to explore the relationship
between usability and user experience of a smartphone. The study covered
the first two weeks of participants’ (n = 12, 3 females) ownership of a new
smartphone. During the study period, self-reported user experiences were
gathered with diaries utilizing principles from the Day Reconstruction
Method, or DRM. In the diaries, participants filled in all activities on each
day for five given time bands (morning, lunchtime, afternoon, evening, and
night). With this procedure the aim is to reduce bias in recall, as the
reconstruction aids in remembering (Kahneman et al., 2004). After having
formed an overview of the day, the participants described all episodes of
anticipated use, actual use, or deliberate non-use, along with the related user
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experiences. Perceived usability was studied both through identification of
perceptions of usability from the self-reports and via measurement of a
global, summary usability score with the SUS.
The device was the Nokia N97, a smartphone launched in 2009 especially
for browsing the Web. It presented new technology to our participants at the
time of the study (January 2010), of whom only four had ever owned a
smartphone before. I analyzed the self-reports with open-coding content
analysis. Open coding is a technique wherein the coding categories are not
determined in advance; instead, they are created and modified during the
coding process. In this sub-study, the coding was actually semi-open, since
user experience was utilized as a sensitizing concept. In particular, the coding
categories were formulated through exploration of the data in relation to the
definition of user experience in the ISO 9241-210 standard, with an eye to
how participants described their perceptions and responses that result from
or are related to the use, anticipated use, or deliberate non-use of the device.
In addition, SUS ratings were analyzed in relation to self-reporting and,
equally, to depict their development over time.
For the analysis, the self-reports were broken down into experiential
episodes (N = 739), which could include multiple user experiences
simultaneously but were schematized with an identifiable beginning and end,
such as a bus trip, a party, or an evening at home. Neutral episodes (N = 288)
such as ‘I call my friend’ were detached from the analysis. Instead, the
analysis focused on positive, negative, and ambivalent experiential episodes.
Through iterative coding, I formulated coding categories with which I
differentiated three user experience categories: perception of a feature or
functioning, perception of an interaction with the device, and description of
an emotion.
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5 FINDINGS
This dissertation approaches user experience as a process that involves
multilayer mediation, or mediation by ICT use and by social processes. The
empirical studies identify how three particular social processes shape user
experience. Each of them has a unique role in mediating everyday
experiences with ICT. The fourth study adds to the findings through its
investigation of ICT use as a mediator of user experience. In this chapter, I
discuss the findings for each of the mediators in detail: expectations,
interpretations, habits, and usability.

5.1 EXPECTATIONS
Prior literature suggests that expectations have a profound influence on
experiences and perceptions: experiences are either adjusted (e.g., Merton,
1968) or compared to expectations (e.g., Thong et al., 2006). The findings in
Study I suggest that expectations mediate user experiences differently
depending on the temporality of use: in short-term use, expectations can
override experiences, but in more longitudinal use they act rather more as
fluctuating baselines for comparison. The findings of Study I suggest that
overall perceptions of a device are adjusted to expectations in short-term use
– e.g., in a laboratory usability and/or user experience tests. In Study I,
positive expectations boosted participants’ post-interaction perceptions:
these expectations led to positive evaluation of the device. This effect hold
even when the ‘actual’ interaction with the device had been burdensome and
participants had not been able to complete the tasks with the device. While
Study I indicated that perceptions are adjusted to expectations, Study IV
revealed a contrary effect of expectations. In the longitudinal use, overall
perceptions were not adjusted in line with expectations but compared to
expectations, which themselves changed with use.

5.1.1 ADJUSTMENT TO EXPECTATIONS IN SHORT-TERM USE
In Study I participants were primed with product reviews to have positive or
negative expectations of the device. The positive product review had a strong
effect on the participants’ post-task ratings for perceived usability and user
experience. This effect held in the hard task condition, wherein participants
were able to complete fewer tasks, used more time to complete the tasks, and
experienced more self-reported task load. Reading a review that described a
reviewer’s positive experiences of the device boosted the perceptions of both
those who performed easy and those who performed hard tasks with the
device. Image 1 displays the effect of expectations on post-task SUS ratings:
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the positive-prime group rated the device more positively than the negativeprime and no-prime groups did. Also, task difficulty had a statistically
significant effect on SUS ratings – users in the easy task condition rated the
device more positively than did users in the hard condition.
Additionally, the priming influenced participants’ post-task ratings of
user experience measured with the AttrakDiff scale: the positive-prime group
perceived the device as higher in pragmatic quality, hedonic identification,
and attractiveness. The priming did not have a significant effect on perceived
hedonic stimulation. Task difficulty had a significant influence on mean
scores for pragmatic quality, hedonic identification, and attractiveness: users
in the easy-task condition rated the device more attractive and higher for
pragmatic quality and hedonic identification. The interaction effect of prime
and task difficulty was not significant for any of the dimensions.
The product reviews did not alter participants’ performance or their
experience of task load: there was no significant effect of priming on task
completion time, task success, or experience of task load. Regardless of
priming, easy tasks were completed with greater success, more swiftly, and
with less task load than hard tasks were. The finding that product reviews did
not alter participants’ task performance or experiences of tasks, influencing
only post-task ratings, suggests that priming influenced opinions, not
behaviors. Subjects in the hard task condition had similar difficulties
regardless of predisposition, yet in the end those who had read the positive
review perceived the overall usability of the device much more positively.
In conclusion, Study I suggests that in a situation wherein interaction
with a device is limited, the experiences and views of others can override our
first-hand experiences in the formation of overall perception, which is one
measure of user experience. In this sub-study, the fact that the experience
and views of others came from an authoritative source (a reviewer) probably
increased the effect. For example, our participants might have thought that
the reviewer knows more about devices and that the difficulties they
experienced were due not to the device but to, for example, their own
inability to use it. Regardless of the possible explanation, Study I
demonstrates that the overall perception of a device is not a sum of taskspecific experiences, but it includes adjustment to the opinions of others.
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Image 1 The effects of priming and task difficulty on SUS ratings (min. 0, max. 100).

5.1.2 COMPARISON TO EXPECTATIONS IN LONGITUDINAL USE
Study I explored how experiences and perceptions of usability are formed in
a setting, in which users interact with a system in only the short term. In
Study IV, the research scope was extended to everyday use, wherein ICT is
used for extended periods of time. While the main focus of Study IV was not
on expectations, two findings from the data illustrate the mediating effect of
expectations in longitudinal use. In comparison to Study I, expectations
mediated user experiences differently in Study IV: expectations acted as a
reference point to which experiences were compared and contrasted in
formulating overall perceptions. First, expectations were present in overall
perceptions of usability (e.g., daily SUS scores). The participants had high
expectations for the usability of the device before the study and their
perceptions crashed during the first days of use. This crash was consistent
with the high number of negative user experiences. That is, in difference to
Study I post-task ratings or self-reported user experiences were not adjusted
to positive expectations as they were in Study IV. Instead, positive
expectations paired with difficulties in use resulted in negative user
experiences and negative overall perceptions. While participants reported a
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high number of negative user experience during the first days of use this
amount decreased along use (for more see also Section 5.4). Second, the
expectations were captured also in the DRM diaries where participants
spontaneously compared and contrasted experiences for or against prior
experiences and expectations. Participants’ expectations were both specific to
the device, or a certain feature or app, and also general. General expectations
concerned all similar devices. In a contrast to Study I, participants described
feeling disappointed when their expectations were not met:
P10: When I write an SMS, I use an ‘a’ instead of the ‘ä’ character,
because I once again can’t discover how to get the ‘ä’ letter
conveniently. Feels stupid, but I don’t have time to get to know the
keyboard better; one would expect that in the design of a mobile
phone, users are taken better into account.

5.2 INTERPRETATIONS
Artifacts entail interpretative flexibility: the same artifact can have multiple,
possible contradictory, interpretations for different social groups (e.g., Bijker
et al., 2012). Research on interpretative flexibility has typically focused on
the behaviors and practices of groups, but this study focused on individual’s
experiences. Study II investigated the interpretations of a Web-based
application by analyzing interviews of 14 supervisors, who had been part of
its development. In the analysis I focused on identifying the perspectives
from which participants expressed their views and the ways in which they
interpreted the web application. The identified perspectives and
interpretations are summarized in Table 2 (below). Study II shows that the
same artifact evokes differing user experiences depending on the perspective
of experiencing and the related interpretation of it. Furthermore, supervisors
from the same organization typically adhered to similar interpretations.
Table 2.
Perspectives of reflecting and interpretations of the web application in relation to
the evaluation of the web application (negative, positive, or none).

Experience
Positive
Negative
None

Perspective
End user
Supervisor
Co-developer
Organization representative
Outsider
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Interpretation
UI
Utility of one’s own work
Utility of the organization
Interaction medium
Unknown entity
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5.2.1 MULTIPLE MEANINGS OF THE SAME ARTEFACT
Study II pinpoints that the same artifact can be experienced differently
depending on how it is interpreted. I identified the following interpretations
of the web application: 1) user interface (UI), 2) utility, 3) interaction
medium, and 4) unknown entity. Of these interpretations the first two (UI
and utility) were coupled with positive user experiences but interpreting the
web application as an interaction medium related to negative user
experiences. Positive interpretation of the system as a UI emerged when
participants reflected on their experiences of the ease of use of the
application. When commenting on the UI, interviewees compared and
contrasted the web application to/against other programs and UIs. Though
interpreting the system as a UI, the interviewees were not so much analyzing
the specific characteristics of this UI as examining the characteristics typical
of all UIs. Almost all subjects mentioned the importance of adjustment –
every system is a bit difficult at first but becomes easier to manage through
use:
S2: Well, yes – yes, and no. You can use it if you familiarize yourself
with it a bit, and then if you always use it, it will be easy, but just like
in all of those programs and user interfaces, well, there’s some spots
where you kind of get into trouble, you don’t know how to go forward
or back, but, well, this has never happened to me with this, maybe
only such that at times I haven’t found the password. So, per se, it
does work, let’s say, better than average; it – the homepage and that
all follows it – works logically. It’s logical.
When participants reflected on the usefulness of the web application, two
other system interpretations emerged: utility and interaction medium. When
defining the system as a utility, interviewees emphasized the positive ways in
which the web application develops current practices and makes it easier for
them to carry out work tasks. The application was contrasted against prior
ways of carrying out the same work tasks via a focus on its benefits. For
example, interviewees described how the application makes it easier to keep
records of important information and share it with colleagues. Participants
also reflected on how the web application develops the practices of the
organization as a whole:
T5: And if we are able to, in that way, electronically, and so on- It,
like, makes things more transparent and vigorous, and it brings that
transparency, and then all those things are in the same place, so one
doesn’t have to look for them. So then I would say that it brings a
kind of posture to things, and also rationalizes the use of time, so that,
honestly speaking, the kind of fumbling is left aside [..]
Interpreting the system as an interaction medium came up in negative
comments wherein the system was contrasted against other means of
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communication. In these reflections, participants’ focus was on the kind of
communication enabled and disabled by the web application. These
interpretations were often connected to very negative experiences and
perceptions. Interviewees said that the system was not needed in the
organization, because they could communicate by other means, such as email, the intranet, and face-to-face communication. They emphasized that
the application was not useful, since they did not need a new Web-based
communication medium:
C1: [M]aybe it kind of felt like that, that ‘Does one really have to-’
Like, well, many things there were, like, do those things there,
through this tool, that maybe those things could be done just through
our intranet or other [ways].
The fourth system interpretation came up when some interviewees claimed
that they could not reflect upon their experiences, because they did not have
hands-on experience of the web application and therefore did not know it. In
these comments, the application was interpreted as an unknown entity:
C5: Well, I don’t know the web tool so I can’t say if it’s this or that [..]

5.2.2 DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES IN EXPERIENCING
The multiple interpretations of an artifact are connected to multiple
perspectives from which people experience and reflect upon their
experiences. Perspectives refer to the situational roles or positions that
participants utilized when reflecting on their experiences in the interviews.
Recall that Study II identified the perspectives of end user, supervisor,
co-developer, organization representative, and outsider. An interviewee
could utilize more then one perspective, and this explained contradictions in
their experiences: in connection with the perspective, the same web
application was experienced quite differently.
The perspective of an end user was utilized when subjects talked about the
UI and their first-hand experiences of using it. As discussed above (Section
5.3.1) these experiences were mainly positive, and participants focused
especially on their experience of every UI being a little difficult at first but
getting easier through familiarization. The perspective of supervisor emerged
when interviewees commented on the web application in relation to their
work tasks and status as supervisor. In these reflections, interviewees
mentioned their position as a supervisor or talked about utilizing the
contents of the system in their work tasks. They also reflected on their agency
as a supervisor: what they can and cannot do. In these comments, the web
application was experienced mainly positively, because it was found to be of
utility in one’s own work. Yet tensions arose from the fact that not everyone
else was using the web application and the authority of a supervisor did not
extend to influencing others’ behavior:
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S2: And that then is the first thing, that as a supervisor of my unit I
can’t command that other units start to use it. No, that is something
that the director has to do. I don’t have that kind of authority.
When adopting the perspective of an organization representative, participants
focused on the fit between the system and the organization. In addition, they
used the pronoun ‘we’ to refer to the opinions of the whole organization of
which they were a part. From this perspective, the experiences were more
negative; participants felt that the web application was just one more
interaction medium to be used in the organization. They felt that their
organization as whole was not looking for a web application such as this:
C4: Well, it was pretty much like that that we didn’t. Maybe, maybe
the thought was that it will not become our tool, or, or...
When taking the perspective of a co-developer, participants focused on their
experiences of the joint development project. They grouped themselves with
the developers of the web application and distanced themselves from those
external to the development process. In these comments, participants
emphasized that they had been part of developing the application and,
therefore, had made it their own. In these reflections, the web application
was a result of their own work and was believed to make a big difference to
organization practices:
T4: And this, our model, this that we offered, now this Web tool and
the base, which was there, so it was for them, for them like… We got a
lot of very positive feedback from everybody that this was seen as a
big step forward […], and then when we, we even hand-made those,
we made, through teamwork, those contents there.
The perspective of an outsider emerged when participants distanced
themselves from the web application and the whole development process.
With this perspective, participants positioned themselves as if they had
nothing to do with it, neither its use nor its development:
C5: Well, I don’t know the web application, so I can’t say if it’s this or
that…
Some of the perspectives were more salient in certain organization but not
others. This held especially for the perspectives of co-developer and outsider:
only participants from organization T took the perspective of co-developer,
while only participants from organizations C and S utilized the perspective of
outsider. Apart from this, the perspectives were spread among participants
such that all of them utilized two or more perspectives in the interviews. The
use of multiple perspectives in connection with different interpretations of
the web application was related to conflicts in participants’ experiences. For
example, one interviewee said that he [as a supervisor] would find the system
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useful in his own work [with the public utility] but that he has to assess it
negatively [as an organization representative] because the system is unused
in the organization and therefore useless [unused communication medium].

5.3 HABITS
Prior literature suggests that many everyday activities are habitual, or
routines. While this holds especially for the use of ICT, habitual use has not
been studied in relation to user experience: how do people experience
habitual use of ICT? Study III investigated how habits mediate user
experiences, by focusing on the habitual use of smartphones. The study
comprises three datasets for capturing the prevalence of habits, their
association with situational cues, and how people experience and reflect on
their habits. The findings suggest that habits cover an extensive share of
smartphone use and they are very similar across user populations. In the
study, habits were connected especially to quick access to rewards such as
social networking, communications, and news. These rewards helped people
to avoid boredom and to stay up to date on interesting events and social
networks. When describing user experiences connected to habitual use,
participants were brief and mostly neutral in their reflections. Even so, in
instances when they were not able to execute habitual use, usually because
the cellphone battery was low, participants described experiencing
annoyance and frustration. Furthermore, as some participants became aware
of their habits, the habit itself became an object of experience; participants
could describe how they experienced their “addiction” to the smartphone.

5.3.1 HABITS ARE TYPICAL OF SMARTPHONE USE
In Study III a large share of smartphone use was linked to a ‘checking habit’,
which refers to an automated behavior wherein the device is quickly opened
to check the standby screen or information content in a specific application.
The checking behavior was prevalent in all three datasets used in the study.
The comparison of logging data for Android G1 smartphone users and
personal laptop users showed that habitual use is more prevalent with
smartphones. For laptop users, the mean number of habitual use sessions per
day was 0.39, and the corresponding figure for smartphone users was 3.39.
Also, the total number of usage sessions varied between the laptop users and
smartphone users: the median number of usage sessions for laptops was 7.39
per day, and that for smartphones was 34.11 per day. The use of smartphones
was more varied: the entropy of daily usage for laptops was significantly less
skewed (i.e., the curve was spread out less) than that for smartphones.
The field experiment was utilized to investigate whether awareness cues
(such as a cue of recent use of the phone, or calendar events) would increase
habitual use. The findings from this dataset suggest that awareness cues
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increase habitual use. The analysis focused on two habits: scrolling and
touching the screen. Of the 30,295 recorded sessions, scrolling represented
3,7% and touching 35% of sessions. The intervention, turning on awareness
cues in the contact book (such as calendar events), increased the expression
of both habits. Average scrolling increased from 0.1 behaviors per day per
user to 0.9, and touching from 5.4 to 12.1 behaviors per day. Also, the
frequency of application use increased in the intervention condition, from 9.7
to 16.0 sessions per day. In sum, smartphone use involves more brief,
isolated, reward-based user sessions than use of laptops. This is probably
related to smartphones being more pervasive in everyday life, on account of
being carried around and easier to access than laptops in any situation.
Furthermore, situational cues, such as alerts, draw users’ attention to the
smartphone and increase its use.

5.3.2 HABITS INDUCE ORDINARY EXPERIENCES
For a more in-depth understanding of habitual user experiences, I analyzed
DRM diaries, in which participants (N = 12) reflected on their experiences of
using the Nokia’s N97 smartphone. Analysis began with identification of use
sessions from the diaries (n = 702). These sessions were classified by activity
category (e.g., social media, calling, news, and browsing). Next, the
frequencies for activities were tabulated from the associated real-world
situation wherein the use took place15. In the diaries, the most commonly
noted habits were related to use of the Internet: checking e-mail, Facebook,
feed updates, and news headlines. Descriptions of the use of these
applications were related primarily to checking them, in order not to miss
anything important, as opposed to actively generating content. Overall, these
habits were concentrated in ‘empty’ moments, when the participants had
very little else to do – such as when commuting. Moreover, they took place
mostly when the user was alone rather than when interacting with others16.
The participants manifested similar patterns of habitual use: habits
concentrated on similar context and similar uses of the phone. For example,
11 of the 12 participants used the phone for reading the news. Seven did this
occasionally (1–8 times in the 2 weeks) and the remaining five more often
(11–16 times over the 2 weeks). The news was checked mostly when
participants were ‘on the go’, but also at home or during a lecture. The main
self-reported ‘motivators’ for habits were entertainment, awareness, and
killing time. First, smartphones were habitually used for amusement at
15

Some repetitive use probably went unreported, because some use sessions were very quick/brief or

deemed too unimportant to be reported.
16

Weekends involved clearly fewer habit sessions than weekdays. In the interviews, the participants

(university students) stated that they slept late on the weekends, went out with friends, partied, and
dined with their family. There were fewer opportunities, and probably was less need, to use the phone
than when they were alone.
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moments when the participants felt that they were losing interest in their
main activity (usually studying). The second self-reported motivator for
habits was awareness: checking the news, or social networking services, just
to stay updated. Last, the habit of killing time was linked especially to
commuting. As an activity, killing time was not described as something
distinctive; rather, it was just convenient:
C5: Well, I don’t know the web application, so I can’t say if it’s this or
that…
Habits were usually experienced neutrally, and they probably often went
unnoticed: participants focused especially on describing the distinctive
encounter and simultaneously downplayed the habitual usage as ‘nothing
special’. In fact, some participants commented that they had ‘no special
experiences’, because they had been using the smartphone just for the
routine activities. In the N97 diaries, a handful of the participants were aware
of their repetitive use of the phone. This came up in comments wherein they
remarked that they were continuously doing the same thing in the same
situation, or at a fixed time interval. In addition, two participants described
their relationship to Facebook by using the word ‘addiction’, the first in a
jocular manner and the second describing it as a ‘mild’ addiction. A third
participant described games as ‘hooking’ the user.
P7: I feel ashamed to admit it, but today I got into playing that guitar
hero game found on my Nokia again. It is surprisingly hooking, and
surprisingly stupid. At the same time addictive and annoying. One
definitely does not become relaxed when playing those games. Yet
they do offer a great extra for moments when it is boring and one
does not want to get into unpleasant social situations.
Participants found habits problematic when habits distracted from other
activities, or when participant could not execute habits. For example, one
participant described repetitive checking as distracting, because it was taking
time away from writing the participant’s master’s thesis. The same
participant described not using the phone while working on the thesis as a
good thing that enables him to concentrate on work. Also, other participants
commented that the smartphone broke their concentration and that they
have to put it out of sight in order to be able to concentrate. Even so,
participants also described feeling frustrated when they could not go on with
their habits: it was annoying not to be able to kill time with the smartphone
because the battery was low.
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5.4 USABILITY
The relationship between usability and user experience in debated in HCI.
Prior studies have arrived at contradictory findings: usability either is closely
related to user experience, or it is not. The findings from Study IV suggest
that usability is connected to user experience through its influences on the
flow of experiencing. In the study, usability was studied both as participants’
self-reported experiences of using the device and SUS ratings. The findings
shows that both perceived and experienced usability change with use as users
adjust their expectations to their experiences, learn how to use the device,
and find ways to avoid those ‘usability bugs’ that cannot be overcome with
practice. Thus, usability is not something static, but rather it is a process that
develops over time. Moreover, usability is more connected to negative than
positive user experiences: people are frustrated with usability problems, but
good usability does not make them happy. Instead, good usability often goes
unnoticed, because the user’s focus is not on the device but on the
technology-mediated experiencing it enables.

5.4.1 USABILITY AS A DEVELOPING PROCESS
In Study IV participants’ experiences of usability were measured with two
measurements: participants’ self-reported experiences and SUS ratings. To
see how usability perceptions developed over time, we plotted the mean SUS
scores against time. Image 2 shows the development: within the first few
days, participants’ SUS scores crashed to about 55, after which they started to
recover to nearly the expected level. The participants had high expectations
for the usability of the device, but in the first few days their perceptions took
a dive. In the self-reports participants reported the most usability problems
early in the study, when they also perceived the usability most negatively.17
Regardless of the initial crash in perceived usability and the large number of
usability problems, with use subjects’ perceptions and experiences of
usability started to recover. As the study progressed, participants reported
fewer and fewer usability problems and also their perceptions of the usability
grew more positive.

17

Only a few negative experiences (8%) were associated with something other than usability. These

experiences were related to aesthetics or negative emotions induced indirectly by the use of the device.
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Image 2 The mean day-to-day SUS scores during sub-study IV with expected (EXP) and
end (END) SUS score

Users themselves are aware that usability is not something static but rather
changes with use. For example, the participants in Study II emphasized that
ease of use does not depend only on the particular web application, that it
involves a mutual process of adjustment and familiarization too. While some
participants did mention that the design of a web application influences its
ease of use, everyone also commented on the process of familiarization.
Participants claimed that all devices are a bit difficult to use at first but
become easier once one gets used to them. Usability was understood as an
emerging phenomenon that results from training, familiarization, and
habituation:
C1: [I]n my opinion, it is like, kind of like with everything, that at first
it is a bit, like, messy, but then once you learn to move there, then it,
then you know how to use it.

5.4.2 USABILITY AND NEGATIVE VS. POSITIVE EXPERIENCES
Study IV indicates that usability is connected to negative but not positive
experiences: negative experiences were linked mostly (in 92% of cases) to
usability problems, while positive experiences were usually connected to
elements beyond usability. Negative experiences related to usability
problems, which were experienced as annoyance, frustration, and confusion
but also as disappointment, and nervousness. Usability problems interrupted
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the flow of experiencing since they made it hard or impossible to complete
situated actions such as answering a phone call18:
P3: I receive a phone call, but I don’t know how to answer it – I try to
press the answer button many times, but I don’t realise that I need to
open the keypad lock. My ringtone rings loudly in the quiet corridor,
and I decide to change it to something less obtrusive once I get home.
The phone call ends up in voice mail, and I have to call the caller
back. I feel annoyed.
Participants struggled especially with the initialization of the device. For
example, many of them had difficulties in transferring old data, such as
phone numbers or music, from the old device to the new one. Problems in
this phase were decisive, because they caused repeated negative experiences
when the device could not be used for expected ends. This meant that
participants had to use some other device (such as their old phone) for the
purpose, struggle continuously with the same problem, or refrain from a
certain activity. The last option was chosen especially with actions that
subjects did not deem mandatory. For example, one participant described
her decision to remove the Facebook app after having problems with its first
use:
P7: On my way, I log in to Facebook, but the phone gets somehow
stuck, and I don’t really even like my phone’s Facebook app. On the
basis of my experience, I decide to take the Facebook app off my home
screen, because at least now I don’t think I will use it.
The role of usability in mediating the transition from experiences of ICT to
technology-mediated experiences becomes evident also in the self-reporting,
in which participants explained restraining themselves from performing
certain activities on account of bad usability:
P4: I did not use the phone when I was doing my workout at the gym.
A workout, an aerobic one especially, could include music, but it feels
too difficult to adjust the phone to play the workout music.
While poor usability could cause repetitive negative experiences, good
usability was noticed mainly when it exceeded prior expectations. Instead,
positive experiences such as feeling content, or pleased were linked to the
technology-mediated activities that the new functions supported. Only a few
of the participants had owned a smartphone before, so many of them were
excited about the new possibility of using the Internet and accessing various
kinds of information while on the go. While the smartphone could be used to
18

In the excerpt, not knowing how to answer the phone not only disturbed the mediated activity

(talking over the phone) but also resulted in a shameful situation: the loud ringtone attracting
attention towards the participant.
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access useful information, one of the main reasons for positive emotions was
recreational use. For example, the smartphone was often used to relieve
boredom in class or to connect with friends while studying. The positive
experiences did not arise from usability; rather, more broadly, they stemmed
from the new agency the device enabled. Participants felt, for example, that
they could be more prepared in various situations with the new device:
P10: It feels relieving that I can take the Internet with me on the trip,
just in case we get lost.
While prior studies have differentiated between positive and negative user
experiences, we identified also ambivalent experiential episodes, featuring
positive and negative user experiences simultaneously. These contradictions
emerged mainly when participants were pleased with the possibility of using
the device for a certain purpose but at the same time felt that this
functionality could have been more usable and/or useful in a certain respect.
It seemed that they were not really able to enjoy the technology-mediated
experience, because the poor usability did not let them proceed smoothly
with situated activities.
P4: I started to look for people’s phone numbers on the Net, so that I
could call them and let them know I was late for the seminar
preparations (I should have been there already at 10am). This in
itself was nice; however, the phone does not seem to have a copypaste function, so I did find the numbers but I could not call them. It
annoyed me a bit.
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6 DISCUSSION
User experience is a prominent feature of the 21st century. Our encounter
with ICT is no longer limited to certain contexts; rather, ICT use has become
a repetitive everyday activity. Smartphones present one of the most recently
emerging examples of how ICT becomes embedded in our lives; that
development is hardly going to stop there. The rapidity of technological
change poses challenges to user experience research but also offers
interesting avenues. To stay on top of these developments, user experience
research needs to move beyond the established common ground to seek new
concepts, methods, and theoretical starting points with which to explain and
interpret
phenomena.
Through
multidisciplinary
collaboration,
contemporary user experience research can utilize the best of diverse
scientific traditions, such as those from the long history of theorizing about
experience in the social sciences, together with the practice-orientation of
HCI. Still and more, the rapid technological change challenges also social
psychology to reconsider its very basic concepts and ask itself: what is social
psychology in the 21st century? Thereby, we need try even harder to weave
together different approaches and scientific traditions both inside and
outside HCI19. I start this chapter by summarizing the perspective of
‘multilayer mediation of everyday user experiences’. I then relate the
perspective to prior literature, suggest implications for design and theory,
propose future directions, and conclude by tying the work together.

6.1 THE MULTILAYER MEDIATION OF USER
EXPERIENCES
Throughout this work I have argued for a perspective that understands user
experience as a process that includes multilayer mediation or mediatedmediation. Everyday user experiences are mediated or shaped both by ICT
use and by social processes. I have also arrived at a working definition for
user experience. I argue that user experience comprises user’s meaningful
encounter with ICT. Thereby, user experience is an experience where ICT is
encountered, first and foremost, as its user. Users interpret and assign
meaning to this encounter, where encounters comprise not just the using of
ICT but also the acts of thinking, talking about, or missing ICT, for example.
Furthermore, user experience includes both experiences of ICT (product
perceptions) as well as experiences mediated by the use of ICT (technology19

Naturally, the differences in ontological and epistemological presumptions pose challenges for

mixing between traditions, and these differences need to be acknowledged if we are to avoid a mindless
hotchpotch of incompatible views
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mediated experiences). While the distinctions between both social processes
and material processes (ICT use) as well as between product perception and
technology-mediated experiences are somewhat artificial, they are
analytically helpful. These distinctions enable us to focus on each category at
a time, though, in practice, these processes are intertwined.
The empirical focus of this work has been on the social mediation of
everyday user experiences, while the last study (Study IV) touched also upon
the mediating role of ICT use. The two first social processes, expectations and
interpretations, are related to the processes by which users interpret and
make sense of their experiences. While these concepts and the empirical
findings concerning them stem from contradictory research traditions20,
their findings can be interpreted as complimentary. I argue that both
expectations and interpretations draw our attention to the ways in which
users’ sense-making is always influenced by social processes beyond and
outside the user-system interaction at hand. The study of habits, then,
enhances this understanding by pointing out that social processes do not
only concern meaning-making but also action and practices. Hence, how we
experience ICT use is shaped also by how we end up using it. While
mainstream user experience research emphasis the importance of aesthetic
and exceptional experiences, the everyday use of ICT is all about repetition
and routines. Habits unravel the shaping of one type of mundane experience.
Lastly, user experience is shaped also by technological design, the
functionality and context-specific usability of the device. I argue that situated
usability mediates the transformation from product perceptions to
technology-mediated experiences. To account for these arguments I now
discuss the four mediators a bit more in-depth.
First, expectations denote the importance of temporality in that what
users’ experience in the present is fused with their reflections on the past and
the future. Especially when asked to explicitly reflect on their experiences or
formulate overall perceptions of a product or a service, users do not just
interpret what is happening. Instead, they usually also contrast, adjust, and
compare the present circumstances to their expectations, those beliefs
derived from the past and centered on the future. These expectations do not
rely merely on users’ prior experiences, but, instead, also branding,
advertisements, priming, and word of mouth among others influence on
them. Furthermore, expectations seem to influence user experiences
differently depending on the temporality of use; in short-term use
expectations serve more for adjustment (Study I) and in longitudinal use for
comparison (Study IV). It is also important to bear in mind that expectations
are not static because they change with use as well. For example, if users
expectations are continuously not met, they probably start to lower their
expectations.
20

Expectations were approached as a psychological concept with an experimental study and

interpretations were approached as a social constructivistic concept with an interpretative study.
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Second, interpretations capture the ways in which private subjectivity is
connected to expressible commonality or shared meaning-making. That is,
meanings do not result from the stimuli directly. Instead, meanings are
created, handled, negotiated, and modified in interpersonal interaction.
Simply put, we create meanings together. Moreover, interpretations do not
take place only after the encounter; meanings influence the encounter itself,
too. Users act in relation to ICT on the basis of the meanings they assign to it.
For example, users might refuse to even try a new computer program if they
interpret it as something that is only going to have negative influences and
replace face-to-face contact (Study II). One way to study the interpreting is to
analyze the perspectives from which people make sense of ICT and also the
interpretations that accompany a particular product or service (e.g., what
users think that it is). This analysis then brings forth the general finding that
the same product or service can be experienced very differently depending on
the perspective of experiencing and the interpretation of the product or
service. For example, the same computer program can be experienced
negatively as an unneeded interaction medium but positively as a
co-developed utility for an organization (Study II).
Third, habits reveal that user experiences are not always particularly
reflective and interpretative: people are not always just reflecting on how
they feel and what they think of a certain product or service. Instead, a large
share of everyday user experiences pertains to habits, which refer to
repetitive practices that are usually connected to particular contexts and
circumstances. Habits are not particularly self-reflective experiences. Still
and more, they seem to deliver something very important to users based on
the frustration and annoyance that arises when they cannot go on with their
habits. Furthermore, habits are related to technological design so that, for
example, smartphones in contrast to laptops attract much more habitual
usage. Arguably, this is related at least partly to their availability:
smartphones are always in users’ pockets or bags. Also situational cues, such
as alerts, draw users attention to the device and increase its use. While
psychological research on habits refer to the initial rewards users get for
performing certain activities, a more sociological perspective suggests that
habits are related to social customs: habits are what make us ‘normal’.
Finally, it is not only social processes but also ICT use that shapes
everyday user experiences. One aspect of ICT use is usability, which concerns
the ease-of-use and learnability of a particular product or service. I argue
that usability is best approached as an evolving process that describes the
fluency of the relationship between the user and the device in a specific
context. Usability is not static; it changes with use as users grow familiar with
a particular product and learn how to reach their goals as simply, efficiently,
and satisfactorily as possible. Thus, a given product can have multiple
‘usabilities’ depending on who uses it, for what purposes, and in which
contexts. Importantly, usability is related to user experience because it acts
as a mediator in the transitions from product perceptions to
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technology-mediated experiences. The everyday use of ICT involves primarily
when ICT is employed as a means for achieving other ends and usability
influences how easily these means are achieved. Poor usability breaks the
flow of experiencing and forces users to focus on the problematic device,
thereby resulting in a negative product perception. Good usability often goes
unnoticed because it does not interrupt the flow of experiencing but lets
users focus on technology-mediated experiences.

6.2 REFLECTION ON THE FINDINGS
I reflect on the findings in relation to the three main contributions of the
dissertation: the conceptualization of user experience, the articulation of
multilayer mediation, and the bridging of the gap between social psychology
and user experience research.
First, the dissertation joins the efforts to conceptualize user experience by
defining it as a user’s meaningful encounter with ICT. This definition offers
an interesting starting point for future discussion and research by suggesting
that user experience is not just about the immediate user-system interaction
(for a contrary view see, for example, Hassenzahl, 2014). Instead, I argue that
user experience research can identify its target by focusing on all of those
instances, where a certain system or product is encountered as first and
foremost as its user. Similarly to the Hassenzahl’s definition this
conceptualization places more emphasis on meaningful encounters (Erlebnis
in German) that the knowledge gained through these encounters
(Ehrfahrung). Even so, there is a subtle difference: Hassenzahl defines
meaningful experiences as ‘memorized stories’, but this work does not place
emphasis on the narrative format. Instead, I use ‘meaningful’ to stress that
everyday user experiences include interpretations and meaning-making
shaped by, for example, expectations and perspectives of experiencing.
In addition, I have suggested a distinction between product perceptions
and technology-mediated experiences. While the division between the two
experience types is somewhat artificial (their boundary is, of course, not
clear-cut), this distinction can be utilized for categorizing and contrasting
user experience research methods and studies. Hence, user experience
research methods can be categorized based on their focus on product
perception, technology-mediated experiences, or both. This distinction
makes it then easier to contrast and compare different studies and their
findings to each other. For example, in some cases different studies have
focused on different sides of user experience and that could explain
controversial findings. This can help, for example, to explain controversial
findings such as is the case with the relationship between user experience
and usability in the study by Thüring & Mahlke (2007) and the study
Hassenzahl et al. (2010). Therefore, whereas Thüring & Mahlke find that
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perceived usability does influence user experience, Hassenzahl et al find that
perceived usability is not a source of pleasurable user experiences
Second, the articulation of the multilayer mediation of user experience
targets a key question in the field, namely, what shapes user experience.
Prior studies have discussed the importance of values, goals, and desires
(McCarthy and Wright, 2004), aesthetics, emotions, and usability (e.g.,
Thüring & Mahlke, 2007) and need fulfillment (e.g., Hassenzahl, 2014). In
addition, some mainstream studies have identified the influence of the social,
cultural, and organizational context (Forlizzi and Ford, 2000) and also
studied the sharing of experiences in interpersonal interaction (Battarbee &
Koskinen, 2005). This work adds to that knowledge by identifying how social
processes shape individual’s user experience. Accordingly, I suggests that
‘social’ does not pertain only to the observable interaction between people,
but, rather, social processes are part of user experiences already before they
are shared in interpersonal interaction. Hence, together this work and the
research on co-experience suggest that social processes can be identified both
as the mediators shaping the formation of user experiences and as something
that takes place as users share and construct their experiences in
interpersonal interaction.
By indicating the social mediation of everyday user experiences, this
dissertation questions the individual-centric emphasis in prominent
mainstream user experience research. While mainstream user experience
research does not disregard social processes, it still emphasizes the
subjectivity of individual’s user experiences (McCarthy & Wright, 2004;
Thüring & Mahlke, 2007; Law et al., 2009; Hassenzahl, 2010; Roto, 2011). In
difference, this dissertation argues that user experiences are not subjective,
but, also intersubjective, or mediated and shaped by social processes. The
identification of social mediation can advance user experience research in at
least three ways. First, placing more emphasis on the intersubjectivity of user
experiences can help research to rethink the research subject and methods.
When user experience is understood as something that emerges in everyday
practices and interpersonal interaction, instead of in the ‘head of the
individual’, these practices and interactions become an obvious subject of
study (see Garfinkel, 1964). This re-thinking then opens up a vast array of
methods foundational to the social sciences such as ethnomethodology
(ibid.), which can be further developed for user experience research. Second,
the suggested approach invites other researchers to test, challenge, and
develop the understanding of mediation further. It can be utilized as a source
for new hypotheses and assumptions that can be then studied and
challenged. Lastly, the empirical findings can be utilized as an inspiration
despite whether one agrees with all of the premises of the work. This relates
to the fact that many of the studied concepts have multiple meanings
depending on the scientific perspective taken. For example, expectations and
habits can be understood as something that pertains to the individual
(psychology), to the relationship/interaction (social psychology), or to the
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social structure (sociology). No matter the ontological level, the same
phenomenon is still important. Therefore, I would expect the findings
pertaining to, for example, the effects of expectations on post-task ratings to
be valuable for research in the cognitive approach even if there are
underlying philosophical differences
Third, this research narrows the gap between the theoretical
understanding of experiences in social psychology and the more pragmatic
mainstream user experience research. While not the first to leverage social
scientific understanding to HCI (see, for example, Suchman, 1987; Dourish,
2004; and Brown & Juhlin, 2015), the novel contribution of this work is that
it explicitly denotes the topicality of the sociogenetic approach in social
psychology for user experience research. The dissertation offers both tools
and concepts with which to approach user experience as an intersubjective
phenomenon. Furthermore, it suggests new possibilities for collaboration
and synthesis inside HCI; while the sociogenetic perspectives are new to
mainstream user experience research, they have already been influential in
activity theoretical study of practices in HCI (e.g., Kaptelin, 2004; Nardi,
1996). So, for example, the activity theoretical understanding of how the
experiences of other people are accumulated in tools and their usage
practices could be combined with the understanding of how the experiences
of others also shape user experiences as well as outside mediation via
material means.
Last, the dissertation does not contribute only to the development of user
experience research but it takes part in reforming social psychology. I argue
that as our encounter with the world is increasingly technology-mediated,
social psychology is forced to revisit its key theories and concepts (see aslo
Tamminen et al., 2012). When interpersonal communication is ever more
computer-mediated communication, social psychology has to ask itself what
is ‘intersubjectivity’ and ‘social relationships’ in the digital era. Hence, we
need to develop an understanding of how sociality is changing and, at the
same time, avoid technological determinism, that view that technology onesidedly changes human sociality and social structures (e.g., Baym, 2010). To
achieve this I make an appeal for approaches that capture technological
effects, social effects, and their interaction simultaneously. This work is one
attempt to do just that.

6.2.1 LIMITATIONS
The dissertation project, as does every study, has limitations. The limitations
of this work pertain to the scope of research and to the study procedures. The
scope of research limits the identification mediators. For the purposes of the
work it has been necessary to narrow the scope instead of aiming to identify
all the possible processes, a task that might have not been possible. The
contribution of this work lies in identifying how the selected processes
mediate user experience, but future work will surely identify additional
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mediators, or even find other, even better, ways for conceptualizing the
mediators. Furthermore, while I have titled this work ‘the social mediation of
everyday user experiences’, I do not suggest social determinism that is, that
social interactions and constructs alone determine experiences (see, for
example, Baym, 2010; Hacking, 1999). Instead, I understand user experience
as something that is simultaneously social and material. Hence, my choice of
title is based on a desire to respect the focus in the empirical studies.
Moreover, I use it to emphasize that user experience involves also social
mediation. Future work will broaden our understanding of how these
mediations, social and material, relate to each other.
While the research scope limits the kinds of phenomena that can be
addressed, study procedures limit the kinds of interpretations that can be
made (see also McGrath, 1994). I discuss the limitations concerning the
study procedures in relation to the four mediators under study.
A limitation of Study I, on expectations, is that a significant difference was
not seen between the negative-prime and no-prime groups: both rated the
device more negatively than did the positive-prime group. Speculations as to
possible reasons this happened are included in the original article, but a few
remarks are worth making here. As reported upon there, we ensured that the
difference was not due to a failure in priming by means of a brief
independent study (N = 85), which assured that our primes influenced posttask ratings as planned: the negative prime led to negative ratings, the
positive prime to positive ratings. Another explanation as to why only the
positive priming influenced the ratings could be that the control group (who
read no review) did not differ enough from the negative-prime group:
because the product was unknown to the participants, they might all have
been sceptical or had negative expectations of the device. This presumption is
supported by social psychological research showing that people in general
prefer the familiar to the unfamiliar (Zajonc, 2001). Another explanation is
that the perceived usability corresponded more closely to the negative review
and the device really was hard to use.
Another limitation about the findings on expectations is related to the
difference between procedures in Study I and Study IV. In Study I,
expectations were influenced with a prime and not measured directly. These
were studied in relation to their effect on post-task ratings. In Study IV,
expectations were observed from participants’ self-reporting, without
manipulation. On account of this difference, the studies produce different
understandings of expectations: Study I points to the effect of expectations
that participants themselves might be unaware of, and Study IV reveals the
way in which participants are aware of their expectations. It is possible that
the subjects in Study IV not only compared their experiences to their
expectations but also adjusted the experience to match them, without being
aware of this. It is also possible that if participants in Study I had been asked
to reflect upon their experiences in a more in-depth fashion – for example, in
an interview instead of the post-task survey – they would have compared
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their first-hand experiences to the review, or their expectations. Either way,
what is important about these two findings is that they bring out the two
ways in which expectations influence experiences – even if these effects may
be parallel in practice. Moreover, they show that the effect of expectations
might differ in relation to not only the time frame of use but also the
reflexivity of use: comparison is reflective, but adjustment is not.
A limitation with the sub-study on interpretations, Study II, is related to
the temporal constraints of the study procedure: because of external
limitations, the interviews could not be carried out until after the Web-based
application had been developed. While the interviews reveal the multitude of
perspectives from which the participants reflected on their experiences and
the variety of interpretations of the application, the development of these
could not be assessed. It would have been interesting to follow the
development project from the very beginning, for better understanding of
how the various perspectives and interpretations emerged in different
contexts and circumstances: what happened at the development meetings,
how the web application was introduced and discussed within the
organizations, and what the premises were for taking part in the project in
the first place. Studies utilizing such a procedure are exemplified by the work
on for example user innovation and user-centered design (e.g., Hyysalo &
Johnson, 2015; Johnson, 2010). While the study could not follow the longterm development of interpretations, it highlights that they can be assessed
also in the short term. The study of interpretations does not have to be timeconsuming – researchers and practitioners can identify the perspectives and
interpretations also with more short-term set-ups such as interviews.
Study III, dealing with habits, was limited by the conceptualization of
habit in the logging study. In the logging data, only isolated, brief-duration,
and reward-based usage sessions were identified in connection with habits.
This proxy does not account for the kind of habitual use that is longer in
duration and/or intertwined with other usage sessions (i.e., non-isolated).
Sessions of this nature could not be identified from the logging data in
retrospect. This problem is partly addressed with the diary study, from which
all repetitive self-reported sessions were identified as habits. However, this
method too has its limits: some repetitive use probably went unreported,
because some use sessions were very quick or deemed too unimportant to be
reported. It is likely that participants did not remember all habitual use, or
that they found it too mundane to be reported. While the use of the DRM
reduces the retrospective bias (Kahneman et al., 2004), it does not remove
the problem altogether. In future studies, this problem could be addressed
also via combining of logging data with a qualitative interview such that
logging can be used to produce prompts or cues for refreshing participants’
memories (see, for example, Ferreira et al., 2015). No method can resolve all
issues, but different approaches and findings can complement each other.
A limitation to Study IV, examining the relationship between usability
and user experience, is found in the fact that the study dealt with only one
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device. It would have been interesting to employ the same study procedure
with another device, so as to identify similarities and differences between the
two sets of findings. While some findings are specific to the device and the
setting at hand, it is still possible to draw forth more general and meta-level
suggestions from the data. For example, while the SUS curve identified (high
expectations – crash – stabilization) is specific to the device, the existence of
a developmental SUS curve is not. It is likely that different devices have
different development of SUS curves (such as flat or rising), and comparison
of these could be one way of comparing usability across devices: which device
exceeds expectations, which fails to meet them, and which is perceived in
keeping with expectations from the very beginning.
In Study IV, the perceived and experienced usability of the device were
quite negative: in the self-reporting, participants described many usability
problems with the device. This could have had some influence also on the
lack of positive comments about the usability: perhaps there was little
positive to say about the device’s usability. However, those positive
comments that were found in the self-reports differed in one respect from the
negative comments. While usability problems were described at length and
via reflection on the frustration and anger they awakened, positive comments
were more like neutral remarks. The subjects did not describe being excited
about good usability; rather, they commented on it briefly and, for the most
part, only when it had exceeded their expectations. In addition, while
usability problems were commented upon repetitively – for instance, when
people were continuously struggling with the same problem – good usability
was not something remarked upon over and over again.

6.2.2 DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
This work implies that in the design of everyday ICT users’ sociality has to be
taken seriously. Because social processes shape how people experience a
particular product or a service, it is crucial that these processes are
understood as a part of the design process. The mediator-specific
implications for the design of everyday ICT can be summarized into four
main suggestions:
1. Induce positive but realistic expectations. Experiences are
adjusted to expectations in the short term and compared to
expectations in more longitudinal use. The findings suggest that
branding, advertisements, information, and other activities aimed at
influencing users’ expectations and imagery need to balance between
praise and realism. While positive expectations and imagery can
initially draw users toward the product or service, in more
longitudinal use experiences are compared to these expectations and
images. Excessive praise renders it hard to surpass, or even meet, the
expectations generated.
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2. Anticipate potential interpretations. Interpretations play a
significant role in the process of experiencing. It is not enough to
design a product that works. The design process should also
acknowledge and better compass the meanings with which potential
user make sense of the product. These meanings are connected to the
potential users’ everyday discourse and the available perspectives of
interpretation. Various participatory design methods can be used for
capturing and expanding understanding of users’ interpretations.
3. Ensure situated usability. Usability has an important role in
influencing the flow of experiencing: good usability does not interrupt
the flow of experiencing. Of course, usability is not inherent to the
device, or the user-system interaction, but, rather, it is connected to
the material and social context where the interaction takes place. If
one is to ensure good usability, eliminating ‘usability bugs’ does not
suffice. Instead, usability must be understood as embedded and
evolving in the real-world contexts of use.
4. Identify potential for habits – but be careful. A large amount of
ICT use is not something special, but rather it pertains to routines and
repetitive actions. Even if study participants do not reflect on their
habits, this does not mean that habits are not important for them. In
contrast, it seems that identifying potential touchpoints for habits can
be a powerful design strategy. Still and more, as habits start to turn
towards addictions they are no longer welcomed with praise among
users.

6.3 REFLECTION ON THE RESEARCH PROCESS
So, I have written several books. Each one of them has felt as if it
were the preamble, the introduction, to the one before. [..] In each
case it was through working on a research and writing project that I
found out that what I wish I would have understood before.
Jaen Lave, public talk titled ‘Everyday Life and Learning’, 2012

Research never speaks for itself; rather, each study speaks through its
subjects, the researchers (Rauhala, 1978). The researcher has the power to
choose what is being asked, how it is studied, and how the results are
interpreted. In addition, the researcher is always a member of the research
community from which he or she works and influenced by the traditions and
fashions of that community (Bergman, 2008). This work has been guided by
an attempt to cross borders such as those between social psychology and
HCI, social constructionism and material-realism, and qualitative and
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quantitative methods. These boundaries are in many ways ‘artificial’ and
rhetorically constructed – yet very true in their effects (ibid.; see also Latour,
1987). It is not easy to cross borders. Many times in the course of the project,
I have wished I had been better at choosing my camp. All the same it has
made me only to look for better ways to situate in-between.
When crossing boarders, one has to balance not only between different
traditions and fashions, but also between different ontologies and
epistemologies. Some of my empirical studies, such as Study II, are founded
in the presumptions of social constructionism. Others, such as Study III, are
more on the side of post-positivism. Following the mixed method tradition,
especially as interpreted by Bergman (2008), I suggest that this is not a
problem, but an opportunity. That is, I understand user experience as
something that is simultaneously real and socially constructed, or as I prefer
to call it socially produced (see Hacking, 1999). Moreover, user experience is
an ‘interactive kind’ in the way that becoming aware of the concept can
change the resulting experience. Knowing that ‘user experience’ is something
to look for changes our perspective, because we can now intentionally look
for it and interpret our experiences in relation to it (see ibid.). For example,
in Study IV one participant described her frustration with usability problems
by questioning how it was possible that ‘users were not taken better into
account’ – after all that is what can be expected from user experience design.
When I started working on the dissertation project, in 2010, I had little
prior knowledge of HCI. My background education features a traditional mix
of social psychology, sociology, and psychology, with no HCI courses.
Starting the work on a topic from an outsider’s perspective proved both an
advantage and draining. On one hand, it has taken time to understand the
field and become a member of it (though I will never be ‘native’). On the
other, coming from a different tradition has enabled me to take a fresh look
at things – with little background knowledge it is easy to ask the ‘stupid’
questions. At times my position has lead me to invent things anew, but at
others, it has enabled me to identify new connections. Also, becoming a
member of two quite divergent scientific traditions has taught me to
appreciate the strengths of both of them. I appreciate the priority HCI
assigns to solving real problems. Even so, I am fond of the strong theoretical
grounding in social sciences. These two fields have much to offer each other.
The most interesting part of the dissertation process takes place at the
very end. When the work is almost finished and everything starts to become
articulated, one can only but wonder at all the confusion that came along the
way. How could something that is so simple have seemed so complicated?
This phenomenon is rarely discussed in research articles or other academic
texts. Instead, we write our work – each article, chapter and ensemble – as is
if everything had been certain from the beginning. It never is. Thereby, it is
only at the end that one understands what should have been asked in the
beginning and so the foundations for future work are laid.
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6.4 FUTURE RESEARCH
This work paves the way to fascinating future research. I find two overall
topics especially intriguing: synthesis and ambiguity. More specifically, in
order to develop the understanding of multilayer mediation (an obvious
subject for future study) further, synthesis both within and between the
approaches is crucial.
Synthesis within an approach is needed to develop the understanding of
both mediation and mediators further. While this study has offered the first
understanding of how social processes mediate everyday user experiences,
more studies are needed to identify the most crucial social processes and how
they work. This investigation can also help to distinguish which phenomena
pertain to the same mediator and which should be acknowledged as distinct
mediators. Furthermore, it would be fascinating to move on from the more
simplistic division between material and social mediation to better
understand, for example, bodily mediation or how bodies act as mediators of
user experiences. Synthesis between approaches can be furthered by
incorporating other theories besides just the sociogenetic tradition as
suggested in this paper. This work has, for example, only scratched the
surface of phenomenology, which concern the study of human consciousness
and experiences. Both Heidegger (1927) and Schütz (1967) have developed
compatible views that could be synthesized with the sociogenetic perspective.
Naturally, this synthesis has to respect the differences in ontology and
epistemology in different approaches or then rethink them (see also
Bergman, 2008). Still and more, I see great potential for future research
here. My early hunch is that behind the complexities and disputes within and
between these different perspectives, they all are talking about the same
thing even if with different words.
The second broad, fascinating topic for future research is the ambiguity of
experiences. Prior user experience research has mainly focused on either
positive or negative user experiences, but study IV identified a large share of
ambiguous experiential episodes that included both positive and negative
experiences. In that study ambiguous experiences were related especially to
bad perceived usability on par with desired usage. In such an experience, the
user simultaneously enjoyed using a certain service or platform but also felt
that it could have been made more usable. However, I suspect that there are
more interesting ambiguous experiences than that. One clue to investigate
further is the interesting mismatch between the time used fiddling the
smartphone and the way participants described the related experiences in
study IV. In the study, participants used a large share of their day ‘killing
time’ with the smartphone, but they described this experience as ‘nothing
special’. Moreover, while they described boredom-use as something
unimportant, they also described feeling annoyed and even anxious if
boredom-use was prevented (for example, because the battery had died).
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Thus, it seems that there were more ambiguities in the material than I was
able to identify with the selected method.
To account better for ambiguous user experiences there is a need to
develop an understanding of how self-reflection shapes experiencing. That is,
while the experiential approach suggests that self-reflection is an evaluation
of pleasure or pain (Hassenzahl, 2014), the sociogenetic tradition views selfreflection very differently. According to Mead (1972), when we reflect upon
ourselves we stand outside ourselves and see our actions and reactions from
the perspective of relevant others and wider society. Self-awareness is not
only about how we feel but how we should feel. For this purpose, prior
studies with a social scientific orientation towards studying enjoyment,
desire, and taste offer good starting points for synthesis (e.g. Belk et al.,
2003; Brown & Juhlin, 2015; Hennion, 2007; Ilmonen, 2004). When
enjoyment is not viewed as an individual’s evaluation of need fulfillment, but
as a something learned and constructed in interpersonal interaction, it is
easier to account also for ambiguities. For example, could it be that boredomuse is enjoyable but should not be? It may be that when people report on
their experience in diaries that they know a researcher will be reading (Study
IV) they describe their enjoyment as something unimportant, or it may be
the case that they even experience it as such under those circumstances.

6.5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The rabidity of current technological development invites us to step boldly
outside of our comfort zones and rethink how to join and combine different
research approaches and traditions. As different technologies weave
themselves tighter and tighter into our everyday routines, user experience
research needs to start offering better conceptualizations, theories, and
understandings of how diverse aspects of experiencing come together. This
goal is best reached when we no longer stick to what we are used to, but,
instead, look for ways for crossing boundaries. For over four decades, similar
viewpoints and concerns have been expressed in inspirational works that fall
under the umbrella concept of social computing. My hope is that in the future
much more interaction is seen between these different points of views, those
explicitly adhering to the concept of ‘user experience’ and those obviously
tackling similar questions but under a different title.
Furthermore, technological development does not challenge only user
experience research but also social psychology. As our encounters with the
world are increasingly technology-mediated, social psychology is forced to
revisit its key theories and concepts. Here it becomes crucial both to develop
an understanding of these changing contexts and simultaneously avoid
technological determinism. Social scientific knowledge has generated
prominent research fields such as computer-mediated communication
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(CMC) and computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW). In the future,
these will hopefully be even more influential to, for example, social
psychological studies that do not focus on technology-mediated interaction
per se but which cannot escape its ubiquity.
I hope that this work can act as a mediator for narrowing the divide
between social psychology and contemporary user experience research. The
presented perspective offers tools, such as social psychological concepts and
empirical findings, with which to think about the multilayer mediation of
everyday user experiences. The presented findings show that when people
encounter ICT in everyday life, their experiences are temporally,
interpersonally, and habitually spread beyond the present user–system
interaction. What people experience in the moment, what happens, is not
purely in the moment. Instead, user experience is mediated by past
experiences and future desires, the meaning-making and perspective behind
experiences, and traditions and repetitive environments. These phenomena,
together with the broader idea of user experience as comprising both
experiences of ICT and technology-mediated experience pave the way for
stimulating multidisciplinary collaborations. At its best, user experience
research with an eye on the social can develop truly new ways of
understanding what is it to experience in the 21st century. After all, the
experience of today is a user experience – and it is social.
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